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Horror closes U£F

•

State Universities shut down as a result ofterrorist attacks

STAFF WRITER

•

.

•

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Disaster strikes not only the World Trade Center in New York City, but also the Pentagon. Smoke rose for hours from burning jet fuel.
I

DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER
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Egg donation
·helps infertile

UCF reopens Wednesday,
along with all Florida state universities and community colleges, after canceling classes
Tuesday in the wake of terrorist
attacks on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon.
In a televised news conference, Florida governor Jeb
Bush announced that after
being closed Tuesday, state universities and community colleges and a number of government buildings would resume
operation Wednesday morning.
"Based on the information
as we know it, and barring any
developments to the contrary,
the state of Florida will be open
for business (Wednesday)
morning," Bush said. "This
includes the Capitol, and all
state universities and community colleges. The best way to
defeat terrorism is to get back to
work serving our people and
our state."
At
press
time,
all
Wednesday classes at UCF are

scheduled to take place.
"We're just going to be
resuming relatively normal
operations," said UCF News
Bureau Director Jerry Klein.
At 8:45 a.m. on Tuesday, a

Daron Lee
watches the live
CBS broadcast in
the lobby of the
Student Union. As
many as 300
students gathered
in the lobby
earlier in the day
after news broke
of the terrorist
attacks.

plane crashed into one of the
World Trade Center towers in
New York -City, putting a hole
in the building and setting it on
fire. Less than 20 minutes later,
a second plane, apparently a

passenger jet, crashed into the
other World Trade Center tower
and exploded. At 9:43, another
aircraft crashed into the
Pentagon in Washington, D.C.,
where the U.S. Department _of
Defense is housed.
President George W. Bush,
who was in Florida at the time
promoting a .literacy program,
called the actions an "apparent
terrorist attack.''
"Make no mistake, the
United States will hunt down
and punish those responsible
for these cowardly acts," Bush
said.
Over the course of the next
hour, both World Trade Center
towers and a portion of the
Pentagon collapsed, and countless government buildings
across America were evacuated
as a precautionary measure. The
Federal Aviation commission
shut down all domestic flights
within the United States and
diverted all transcontinental
flights coming into the country
to Canada.

Everyone who has seen the movie
"Road Trip" remembers the hilarious
scene when characters Josh and E.L.
donate sperm. Most people find this subject very humorous; however, for many •
infertile women worldwide, third party
reproduction is a very serious matter and
men aren't the only donors anymore.
Melinda Millsaps is one of the
women currently waiting for a donor, but
she isn't looking for a sperm donor.
Melinda hopes to find a young woman to
donate her eggs.
In the past four years, Millsaps has
spent $25,000 on many different types of
fertility treatments but she stayed focused
mainly on finding an egg donor. One of
her friends already attempted to donate
eggs but her friend was thirty-four and did
not respond to the fertility drugs well.
Despite her failed attempts, Millsaps still
keeps trying. "When you're trying to
have a child, it becomes the complete center of the universe," she explains.
In search of a donor, Millsaps reaches
out to college-age women. "College-age
women are important because their
ovaries are young and very responsive to
fertility drugs," she said.
Unfortunately, many women at that
age have no idea what egg donation is or
what it involves. "I've heard of In-vitro
Fertilization and I think I knew it was possible but I never considered it because I
didn't know very much about it," said
Melissa Ringfield, a junior at UCF.
"A lot of women don't know that they
have the opportunity to donate eggs," said
Deana DeGroot, the president of Loving
Donatio_n, an agency that aides potential
mothers in finding egg donors, "egg donation has only been around for about eleven
years." The youth of this procedure and
the lack of the word being out have resulted in a shortage of donors.
But DeGroot feels that many women
would accept the opportunity to donate if
they knew about it. Referring to egg
donation as a "women helping women net-

PHOTO BY JOE
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WTC, Page A-5

DONORS, Page A-5
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Kings of Pop .,...
Michael Jackson dancing with *NSYNC? Find out what
other crazy stuff happened at the VMAs.
For more, see A-20.

Students tak~ matters into their own hands
UCF students gathered to participate in mock
sessions of United Nations proceedings
For more, see pg A-3.

•

Men's soccer hopes to improve
Lost year's team locked strength in key positions. Will this
year's team be able to fill those positions with needed talent?
For more, see B-8.

Should homosexual couples be allowed to adopt?
Florida's legislature feels homosexual couples shouldn't be
allowed to adopt children fodecir they will 'turn them gay.'
Find out what one UCF student has to soy about this.
For more, see A-10 .
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· Students take global matters into their owil hands
CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER

•

•
•

Since 1995, groups of UCF students
have gathered together to participate in
mock sessions of United Nations proceedings.
UnUke the real UN however, the
United Nations Association of UCF or
UNA-UCF, does not protect peace and
security of governing nations. Rather the
club organizes students into a debate
forum, using parliamentary procedures to
discuss world issues.
So why is it in the-best interest of UCF
students to join such an organization? "It

can help students become more vocal,"
said member and former president Shawn
Rahmani, "It also helps students to understand the world we live in." Added current
President Jamie Hayes, "A club such as
UNA-UCF helps students learn practical
skills such as research, writing, public
speaking and conflict resolution."
Dr Houman Sadri is the faculty advisor for this organization, working alongside with students and club officers to give
members useful skills for school and
beyond. Said Hayes, "Getting involved in
a club such as UNA-UCF gives you an
opportunity to network with important
people who in the future could help with

opportunities such as job placement."
Many students join organizations or
clubs that will offer resources and a variety
of friendships at the same time. "Although
the club is academic in nature, it's a great
way to meet new people from all over the
country and have fun," said Hayes.
All academic majors are welcome and
encouraged to join the organization and
participate in the debates. This aspect
attracts many members such as Rahmani
who said, "it belped me become more
aware of global issues, got me into my
major and also helped me with public
speaking."
Students can help UNA-UCF

Officers:
Jamie Hayes
John Petro
John Laughner
David Stevenson

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Faculty Advisor:
Dr Houman Sadri

fundraise, if people have lunch at
Applebee's by campus on University Blvd.
and mention the organization; the group
gets I 0 percent off the cost of the lunch.
This goes to their fundraising for going to
conventions and other events.

SEPS provides Student Health.Center provides various services
reliable, safe
transport
DANIELLE DEPARI
STAFF WRITER

LIBBY BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

,
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Stuck in the rain? Parked across campus with night falling? Who can students
call? Well, if it's after seven, the answer is
invariably SEPS.
The Student Escort Patrol Service is on
call Sunday through Thursday nights, from
7 p.m. until 1 a.m. to reduce the number of
people walking around campus late at
night, and therefore keep the crime rate
down __ SEPS if for anyone who doesn't
want 4o walk across campus because they
don't foe}- safe or they have a disability.
SEPS has been at UCF since the'80i
It falls under the division of crime prevention ill the UCF Police Department. The
drivers are employees of the department
and fil:~- usually ROTC members, or students majoring in law enforcement or crim·
inal justice.
"Basically, the drivers are people interested in the field and who are going to be
reliable," said drjver Adam Korinek.
Korinek has been a driver for about a
year and says he doesn't worry about his
own safety while he's driving one of the
SEPS golf carts because there is such a low
level of violent crime on campus, due in
part to the efforts of SEPS drivers like himself.
"They were on time and the driver was
nice," said senior Giovanna Martinez of a
prior SEPS experience, ''The only thing I
didn't like was that [the drivers] weren't
required to take any self defense classt?S to
qualify for the job." Martinez admitted that
the service probably made the campus safer
even without self-defense classes.
This free service is available to everyone on campus, and extends throughout the
campus, out to Alafaya. There are currently
three golf carts, but SEPS is in the process
of acquiring a fourth one.
The number of people who tap this
resource fluctuates. On a busy night,
Korinek estimates that about four people
will call every hour, though that number is
misleading since sometimes drivers will
pick up people while driving without them
calling in advance.
"When it starts raining it gets busy,"
said Korinek, "Monday and Wednesday
tend to be the busiest." Though the service
has proved helpful during the week, there
are no plans to extend it to weekends as
well, because SEPS doesn't have the manpower.
SEPS is available to anyone on campus, student or otherwise. A pedestrian can
flag down a cart,- or call 823-2424 for a ride.

Picture this: A UCF student glides, stress free into a
reserved parking spot, directly outside the building of
destination. This student then
enters a clean, spacious and
efficiently run building in
which a friendly staff of
medical professionals are
ready to tend to the ailments
of each student. The best part
is that these medical services
are free, since they are covered in tuition. It is apparent,
that this UCF student has just
entered the Student Health
Center.
The
· Student - Hea)th
, - I
.
Center, located beside the
Biological Sciences building,
conveniently in close prox'imity to most dorms. Medical
professionals run the facility;
there are three medical doctors on staff, and four certified physician assistants. The
nursing staff is also well
equip with three advanced
nurse practitioners, _ seven
registered nurses and three
licensed practical nurses.
"The health center has Students have facilities such as the
everything we could possibly campus.
need and the people here are
extremely helpful and kind,"
f*, 1'f#
said
student
Vanessa
Micchio.
Services within the center are a women's clinic,
men's clinic, international
travel clinic, physical therapy, x-ray, pharmacy and laboratory. The center provides
health services not limited to
illness diagnosis, but also
treatment for injuries, med- vices is included intuition,
ical
advising,
wellness which is listed as the student
checkups, testing, and pre- health fee. This fee ensures
scriptions. They also supply unlimited medical visits up
very crucial services such as until the last day of the
gynecologist checkups, con- semester. If a student
traceptive methods and coun- requires follow up care for
seling, testing for sexually treatment that is already in
transmitted diseases, allergy progress, follow up treatment
treatments and even menin- will be provided for up to
thirty days after the last treatgitis vaccinations .
"The health center has ment.
"The health center is so
provided me with all the help
convenient
to get the immeI've needed in the past.
diate
medical
attention you
When I need help immediatemay
need,
plus
as a student
ly, they have always obligyou're
paying
for
it, so take
ed," said student Cheryl
advantage
of
it,"
said
student
Bertino.
The fee for these ser- Pinkee Patel.
H'

PHOTO BY JOE KALEITA

emergency room available to them at the Student Health Center on

\

i ,~~en I need help immediately,
they have always Obliged.
- CHERYL BERTINO, , 1

UCFSTlIDENT

There are some very dents can visit their web site
minimal fees for certain lab at http://www.ccnusa.com or
work, x-rays, and prescrip- call 1-800-247-2898.
tions. However, if in stock,
The center is open
the center has been known to Monday through Thursday,
provide free samples of pre- from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., and
scriptions. For the fees not Saturday from I 0 a.m. to 2
covered by the school, a spe- p.m. It is advised that stucial health plan has been dents make appointments to
developed in collaboration keep
services
running
between the Student Health smoothly, however unanticiCenter, Student Government pated illnesses and injuries
and
health
insurance · are welcome as walk in
providers. It provides insur- patients. To make an appointance at an affordable rate for ment, students can call (407)
students, and is available to 823-2701.
all students at the university.
For more information,
For more information on this call (407) 823-2701 or log
health . insurance plan stu- onto www.shs.ucf.edu.

orange construction walling
and pieces of concrete. Teke
doesn't have a house on-camFraternity Recruitment, Free pus, but its compound is a
Food
glowing example of both the
Compared to the soft, quiet recruitment week's energy and
daytime atmosphere_, of the the fraternity 's ingenuity: once
sorority recruitment week, you inside the palm-frond-decoratmight mistake the loud, flash- ed compound, fraternity hopeing night party across Greek fuls enjoy a beef cook-out and
Park that .has marked this pineapple baked beans.
week's fraternity recruitment
And just feet away Alpha
as, well ... a party.
Epsilon Pi is featuring a live
Giant spotlights circle in band from the House of Blues.
the dark sky over the Alpha Tau · And down the road Pi Kappa
Omega fraternity house, while Phi is serving up hamburgers
95.3 FM rattles doors and bed- and hot dogs. Sigma Phi
rooms from out on the lawn. Epsilon greets potential new
Inside the house things are just members with pizza and
as rowdy as potential new thumping club music.
On the first night of offimembers and brothers alike
. devour jumbo shrimp, tacos cial fraternity recruitment, Beta
and wings. Across the street, Theta Pi fraternity even held an
Tau Kappa Epsilon camps out "Alumni Guest Speaker Night,"
in its "Teke Compound" in where two prominent Beta
Lake Claire, a giant enclosed alumni - Christian Bauer and
area surrounded by bright Daniel H. Farmer - came to the
NATHAN HOLIC
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

fraternity's tent to host an open
discussion on fraternal values
and what the fraternity has
meant to them. Bauer is the
head of the UCF Engineering
Department, while Farmer is
the principal partner of Farmer,
Baker, Barrios ·Architects, Inc.,
a group that has been responsible for the creation of several
UCF buildings, the latest of
which is the new Recreational
Services Center.
Amidst all of this, 512 men

registered for fraternity recruitment this year, a number that
far exceeds any total in the history of the university.

Festival del Sol
The women of Sigma
Lambda Gamma National Latin
Sorority Inc. celebrated their
seventh annual "Festival del
Sol" in Tampa over the Labor
Day weekend. Among the nearly 500 festival-goers in attendance were UCF students from

Sigma Lambda Gamma, which
is the newest Latin sorority on
campus (and also the newest
sorority). The Festival del Sol,
organized by the sorority's
national office, features a
weekend full of banquets, picnics, club parties, and step
shows. Several other Latin fraternities and sororities came to ·
the festival to show their support, including both Lambda
Theta Phi and Lambda Theta
Alpha.

A work of art
Visitors view
"Migration and
the Caribbean
Diaspora,''
which is on
display at the
UCF Art Gallery
until September
23. The gallery
is located in
the Visual Arts
Building.

UCFNEWS
WEBSITE

c

UCF clubs go to class

STUDENT
LEGAL
SERVICES

I

a way for the club
o 1C"ers to get their
q.uestions answered •••
-ERIN

ture of Knightro saying, ''Think
(and read) before you spend!"
'The meetings we had in
As of July 1, 2001 all clubs August were a success," srud
and organizations that intend to Casale. 'The officers have learned
use Activity and Service Fee funds how to handle the paperwork. We
for their activities are required to had the advisor for the Gospel
attend a Financial Officer's · Choir come to learn what his
Workshop sponsored by the responsibilities were for his orgaStudent Government Accounting nization."
staff. The workshop has been
UCF clubs and organizations
implemented to clear-up miscom- are entitled to use Activity and
munication and procedure prob- Service Fee funds in running their
Lems that have occurred in the activities and events. The current
past.
Activity and Service Fee for stu''It' s a way for the club offi- dents is $6.95 per credit hour.
cers to get their questions UCF has 245 registered clubs and
answered at the beginning of the organizations on its roster, which
year," said SGA accountant Erin range in scope and purpose from
Casale who runs the hour-long · Campus Action for Animals to the
workshop. She prefers to have- at Role-Playing Games Society.
least three officers from each club
For a complete list of workattend the workshop. 'That way shop dates and times students can
there can be a check and balance look
online
at
system within the clubs so every- www.sga.ucf.edu/sga2000/accoun
one knows what is suppose to be ting/FIN%20Training%20Ad.htm
done."
or go to the SGA office on the secAt the workshop, each officer ond floor of the Student Union.
is given a 70-page Student
The Student Government
Government Financial Manual, staff also plans to distribute a
which covers forms and formali- newsletter each semester to
ties in dealing with purchasing inform students of changes and
and traveling expanses. One of the updates to the financial procefirst pages in the manual has a pie- dures.
RYAN KRAUSMANN
STAFF WRITER

Problems with?

Need?

•

•

•

•

Landlords
Name change
Uncontested
Dissolution

•
•
•

Awill
Insurance
Contracts
Police

Student Legal Services provides students with
assistance in selected - areas of law such as
landlord/tenant, consumer, chapter 7 bankruptcy,
criminal, traffic, & uncontested dissolutions. Qualified
students can receive consultation and representation

FREE OF CHARGE!
For additional information, contact
Student Legal Services.
407-823-2538, SRC 155.
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/·"stulegal
c

Funded by A&SF as allocated by Student Government.
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Donors are usually compensated

•

FROM PAGEA-1

•

•

work", she explained that the donor
not only helps the recipient conceive
but the recipient helps the donor with
a very generous compensation.
"Many donors use the compensation
to pay for their education," she said.
Because of this shortage, Loving
Donation and most reproductive
clinics, such as Arnold Palmer,
which currently
treats
Millsaps, are

-:;,6'.;t:t:'it;u,S

•

to
donate
is
because Of the
lack of information available.
Some women
wouldn't know
what they'd be
getting themselves · into.
Courtney
=
-·
Cramer, a
junior at UCF said, "I'd
.consider d?nating ?ut I'd want to
have more mformatlon.
The egg donation process lasts
four to six weeks. The first two
weeks consist of the donor undergoing injections for fertility drugs,
which encourage the donor's ovaries
to produce extra eggs. Tuer~ are a
series. of doctor visits including
Transvaginal Ultrasounds and blood
tests. Once ovulation is induced,
timing becomes crucial and the eggs
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DeGroot's agency caters to
recipients nation wide and they are
looking for a great variety of women
and, especially women of Asian;
Jewish and Indian descent because it
is very difficult to find donors for
recipients of these particular cultures.
"Families come to us everyday
that are all different,"
said DeGroot.
Part of the reason
women do not flock
't

'e

1

t

st\\\ ·~

'

d~S 1~ ~~~ ~~ -~

,.
at\\\\)j'A ."~ , ~ ~
f 4~; ; . ,~~
.
ci .,. .
actively

recruiting all types of
women at all times. SoIJ?.e recipients look for donors with similar
characteristics to them so that their
child might have some of those same
characteristics.
"It's not important to nie if the
donor looks like me but it is important to some recipients," said
Millsaps.

must be retrieved on schedule.
The retrieval process takes about
thirty minutes and the donor is put
under general anesthesia to remove
the eggs. Most donors can return to
work or school the day after.
Most agencies seek women
between the ages of nineteen and
thirty, non-smokers not on antidepressant medications, free from
sexually transmitted diseases and in
good medical health.
Despite the generous compensation, usually between $3,000 and
$5,000 for donors through Loving
Donation, some women are still
uncomfortable about donating eggs
to strangers .
Ringfield said, "I'd want to meet
them so that I would know they'd be
good parents.''
" It would be something I'd really have to think about but it's cool to
help someone Jess fortunate than
you," said Cramer.
Millsaps hopes that college age
women will jump at the opportunity
to donate. After four years of trying,
she said, "[egg donation] is the only
hope for my prayers and my greatest
dreams to come true."
To contact Loving Donation:
call 1-800-749-5773 or go to
www.LovingDonation.com.
To contact Arnold Palmer where
Melinda Millsaps is currently being
treated, call (407) 649-6995.

WTC collapses after impact
FROM PAGEA-1

It was later learned that
these three planes, along
with another plane that had
crashed near Pittsburgh,
Penn., had been hijacked.
There is no word yet as to
who is responsible for these
attacks.
Shortly after all of this
happened,
Jeb
Bush
declared Florida to be in a
state of emergency, an
action which involved
University
System
Chancellor Carl Blackwell
closing all members of the
State University System
and state community colleges. UCF cancelled classes just before noon, creating
a massive traffic jam of
people attempting to leave
campus.
According to Klein, all
essential services, including
student dormitories, food
service and the school's
communication systems
remained operational, but
all students and non-essential
employees
were
encouraged to leave the
campus.
Bill Scheffer, a computer science major and
retired US. Army officer,
said closing the school was

a good idea.
"I was with bomb disposal for . 14 years,"
Scheffer said. "It's better to
play it safe and close the
school. Everyone always
thinks it's going to happen
somewhere else. It's a good
idea to be careful."
Some remained on
campus, however, including a group of students that
formed to encourage others
to give blood that could be
sent to those hospitals that
are treating victims of these
attacks. The students stood
outside the Student Union
and gave directions to area
blood banks.
"We're going to need
blood for as long as there
are people in the hospital
from this tragedy," · said
Emily Scott, a UCF student
and member of the group.
''We don't even know when
this may stop. It may go on
for days, weeks, months.
This is a worldwide emergency, and while there's not
much we can do here, being
so far away from what happened, we can still give
blood and help people."
-Staff writers Lisa
Applegate, Joe Kaleita and
Becki Panoff contributed to
this reporl .
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Vaccinations:
Meningitis $85 • Td $25
Charge to your Student Account
(Must present valid Student JD) or to
Visa, MasterCard or American Express.
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Monday, September 17; 2001,
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University of Central Florida
Student Union-Cape Florida Ballroom

- - - - - - - - - - - A r o u n d Campus
COMPILED BY

BECKI PANOFF

UCF gives a shirt
The University of Central
Florida students are going to
prove that they Give A Shirt for
UCF. On Sept. 12 from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. in the Student Union,
UCF students will have the
opportunity to trade in a t-shirt
. from another college or
university and
receive a
brand

new UCF shirt in exchange.
The t-shirts collected from
other colleges and universities
will be donated to Goodwill.
There will be 1,000 brand new
UCF t-shirts on hand to give out
to students, so the Sports
Marketing Office invites the
students to come out early.
Verizon, new UCF
wireless
Athletic
provider
Verizon Wireless and the
University of Central
Florida announced a sponsorship deal that makes
Verizon Wireless the official and exclusive wireless
phone provider of UCF
Knight Athletics.
In the two-year deal, valued
at about ·$150,000, Verizon
PHOTO BV JOE KAu:rrA
Wireless will provide sponMembers
of
the
staff
at
Victim
Services
hold
up
•••
(1-r)
Kim
Williams,
Nancy
Eastman,
Becky
Hitchca<k,
Jamie
sorship fees to the university,
Chiacdo
plus wireless phones and service for UCF Knight coaches
fall semester until Thanksgiving and victimology, is scheduled Lynx bus hub.
and other Athletic Department Day.
.
Sept. 28 and 29 is full, but is
officials.
"Community
Treatment offered
each
semester. Honors College hiring
The Honors College is also
Issues for Sexual Assault Workshops on "Communicating
September Victim Awareness Victims" is the topic for the Sexual Limits" and "Consent to taking applications for two posiBlue Stocking Luncheon from Sex" are ·scheduled at the tions. One is for the president's
month
September is singled-out as noon - 1 p.m. Sept. 12 iii Visual request of any department, any- office; the other is a research
time. Through September there assistant in the Student
Victim Awareness month, Arts 105.
Victim Serv!ces training for will be sexual assault awareness Academic Resource Center. For
because on college campuses,
the greatest numbers of sexual 25 students, faculty and staff, displays in the Bookstore and more information, contact the
attacks occur from day one of interested in victim advocacy Library, as well as at the campus Honors College.

• • r

Coming_Tuesday, September 25, 2001
to the UCF Arena...
The University of Central Florida's
----~~---------~

c------------~~--

FALL 2001

CAREER EXPO
A chance for UCF students
to meet with
200 EMPLOYERS
to discuss career and
employment opportunities
r

10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 25, 2001
-

..

A list of,€mployers is-posted on the·CRC's website:

ViucF

CAREER
RESOURCE

CENTER

www.crc.ucf.edu
in the ...

PROFESSIONAL ATTIRE REC.OMMENDED
Sponsored by the Career Resource Center

V,ucF
ARENA
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What you need to know about the CLAST
DANIELLE DEPARI
STAFF WRITER

The CLAST. As a student
journeys through their college
years, they hear this word more
and more. At first it may seem
foreign. CLAST? What's a
CLAST? However,
it is
inevitable and soon each and
every student will learn that
CLAST stands for the college
level academic skills test.
As mandated by the state of
Florida, all students at UCF,
meaning all students striving for
a Baccalaureate or an Associate
of Arts degree, must fulfill the
CLAST requirement. The purpose of the CLAST reqllirement
is to certify each student's proficiency in all general education
courses, whether it be through
grade point average, SAT scores
or the CLAST itself, and are
ready and capable of earning a
degree. Students may take the
CLAS! after completing eigh-

2122 E. Colonial Orivef Orlandol Fl 32803
Next to Kobe Japanese Steak House C~ (407) 895..0603

teen hours of course work and
not all students are required to
take the CLAST.
"I'm glad I am exempt from
the CLAST, because I can focus
totally on my classes rather then
test preparation", said student
Jeni Montgomery.
So what happens to students who procrastinate when it
comes to taking the CLAST?
Well, students who possess 60
credit hours or more and have
not yet completed the CLAST
can and very well may be
restricted from registration.
People that have attempted to
complete the four subtests of
CLAST, but have not passed
may continue taking upper division courses for thirty-six hours
of credit. However if after those
thirty-six hours have been completed a student still has not fulfilled the requirement, that student will be restricted from
future registration until the
requirement has been met.

Greek tradition emerges at
Florida International University
KARLA SCHUSTER
SOUTH FLORIDA SUN-SENTINEL

How GENEROUS CAN WE
How MUCH

BE?

DO YOU LOVE PASTA?

Right now at Olive Garden, you can enjoy all kinds
of our delicious pastas, all you want.
Because for a short time, we're offering our
Never Ending Pasta Bowl for just $7.95
for a limited time.
So come, pick the pastas you love.
And enjoy a taste of ·generosity this Italian can't
wait to share with you.

11882 E. Highway 50
Near UCF campus at Alafaya Trail
(407) 381-8084

However, not all students feel
the need to procrastinate, and
some who do take it, report to
others that it really is not as bad
as it sounds.
"No stress," said student
Arny Ardelean. "I had to take
the math portion of the CLAST,
but I found most of the questions were pretty basic."
"I took the entire CLAST
and it was a lot easier than I
expected. I didn't really study
and I passed easily," said student
Kristy Stephenson.
At UCF, students are able to
register for the CLAST in the
Registar's Office, AD161 or the
Student Academic Resource
Center.
Students can receive help
through the Student Academic
Resource Center (SARC).
SARC offers preparation and
retention programs for students
taking the CLAST and also
alternative criteria for fulfilling
the CLAST requirement.

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. - At one of
Florida's youngest state universities, the signs of
growth are everywhere - in the scaffolding and bulldozers and construction crews that seem to fill every
empty spot on campus.
But when Florida International University
opens its newest building this week, the 29-year-old
commuter school will be embracing one of the oldest
campus traditions - an old-fashioned fraternity row.
"Every little detail you put into a campus makes
it more of a home, and this is just one more detail,"
said junior interior design major Casper Machado,
one of the 15 brothers of Phi Gamma Delta who will
move into FIU's first fraternity house this week.
That's exactly what officials at FIU are banking
on and it's why, along with spending millions on a
new law school and new academic buildings, they
are. investing money to offer students the kind of
campus life found at more established universities.
"We may always be a predominantly commuter
university, but we want to make sure there are opportunities for students of more traditional college age
who · want that traditional experience," said Todd
Sullivan, FIU's assistant director of campus life for
Greek affairs. "We see it as an integral part of the
growth and development FIU is trying to achieve."
To that end, FIU and its neighbor to the north,
Florida Atlantic University in Boca Raton, are fielding football teams, building presidential residences
on campus and creating Greek rows. FIU has set
aside land for up to five fraternity houses and will
inaugurate its football program next fall.
FAU has plans for five fraternity houses and five
sorority houses, but none is under construction yet.
FIU leases the land to the fraternities, which in
tum must raise the money to build the houses.
But by pinning much of their hope for making
the transition from commuter to traditional campus
on fraternity and sorority rows, both schools are wading into a Greek system that is, itself, struggling to
recast its image.
After a spate of ugly hazing incidents nationwide and in Florida that led to criminal charges and
even the death of pledges, fraternities and universities began to crack down on the culture of binged.rinking, date rape and poor academic performance
that had become associated with Greek life.
And at FIU, the brothers of Phi Gamma Delta,
one of 11 fraternities nationwide that requires chapter houses to be dry, know they are at ground zero for

both experiments.
"Let's face it, we know there is enormous pressure on us to succeed. We're the first house," said
Ashley O'Curley, an FIU graduate student who is
house director for Phi Gamma Delta, also known as
FIJI. ''They are people who are skeptical, who are
waiting for us to screw up so they can say 'I told you
so.""
Dry fraternity housing mea.nS members cannot
drink alcohol in their houses, even if they are 21.
Those who are of legal drinking age can knock back
.a few beers outside the house, but the fraternity cannot use organization funds to sponsor alcohol-related
events, inside or outside the house.
O'Curley, who went to college in Canada, was
no early fan of FIJl's decision to make their houses
dry in 1998. "I had that typical knee-jerk reaction why do we need this?" O'Curley said. "But having
traveled to houses all over the country and seeing the
state of disrepair so many of them are in, I really
believe that going dry helps take the spotlight off the
alcohol-imbued idea of fraternities and that it really
enhances our image."
It's why Javier Pinto, a 21-year-old criminal justice major at FIU, pledged Phi Gamma Delta this fall.
· ''My first two years here, I was kind of skeptical
of the Greek system," Pinto said. ''That whole thing
like you see in the movies like 'Animal House' didn't appeal to me.
'Then I got to know these guys and I decided
they are the type of people I would like to associate
myself with, that they care about academics but
know how to have a good time," Pinto said.
FIJI is the only fraternity at FIU that has a dry
house requirement, but not far away, at the
University of Miami in Coral Gables, two of the 10
fraternities have dry housing, one by a mandate of
. the national organization and the other by a chapter
decision.
UM has no on-campus fraternity or sorority
houses, but several fraternities and sororities live in
suites in the university's Panhellenic building.
That one of the fraternities with dry housing
took in the largest number of new pledges this year
comes as no surprise to Greg Singleton, UM's associate dean of students and the executive director of
the Southeastern lnterfraternity Conference.
Dry housing "is not the norm yet, but fraternities
have definitely had to change to survive," Singleton
said.
Sororities, which have traditionally banned
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College anti-alcohol effort a tough .sell
SHARIF DURHAMS
MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL

Administrators
at
the
University of Wisconsin-Madison
can tell you the stories: Parents
asking where their children can
get fake identifications. Parents
sneaking cases of vodka into dorm
rooms, since their kids might have
a hard time getting the booze on
thc:·r own.
Just last week, some parents
were caught drinking alcohol in a
UW-Madison residence hall .
So while an American
Medical Association survey

released Aug. 29 indjcates that
parents are highly concerned
about binge drinking and want
universities and towns to crack
down on the practice, there is still
a small group of parents and students who do not see a problem
and for whom it may be getting
worse.
"I suspect things like that are
happening everywhere in the
country,"
UW-Madison
Chancellor John D. Wiley said of
the incidents on his campus.
"People should realize there are a
variety of behaviors."
Nationally, the public seems

more aware that binge drinking and 78 percent believe that college
causes problems, and they' re more towns should be able to regulate
willing to see uni".ersities and · alcohol sales to slow or stop binge
local governments take action to drinking.
curb it, the study says.
The nationwide telephone
For instance, 95 percent of survey of 801 adults age 21 and
parents surveyed nationally said older was conducted in July and
excessive drinking was a serious August by Penn, Schoen and
threat to their children, and 85 per- Berland Associates in Washington,
cent said . easy access to alcohol D.C., for the AMA's Office of
near colleges contributed to the Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse.
The margin of error is plus or
problem.
Almost all of.the respondents minus 3 .5 percentage points.
The AMA and 10 schools
- 93 percent - believe that bars that
don't train workers to identify working to curb binge drinking are
drunk or underage patrons should putting out their poll results now
be stripped of their liquQr licenses, to create a buzz at the beginning of

the school year, a time when thousands of college freshmen are
exposed to campus drinking culture for the first time.
Some students don't see a big
problem, though. Marquette
University freshman Jon Schultz,
18, said from what he had seen
since classes started, most students
limit their drinking to weekends.
He and his friend Joe Tassone, 18,
usually . have beer and a shot or
two at a house party, Schultz said.
"They should just hope that
their kids are smart and know
when to do their schoolwork," he
said.

Hard-partying stereotype may be engrained in greek system for life
~OM PA_GE

leadership skills and do community service, not an endless supply of
alcohol from their houses. recently Jello shots and keg parties, she
went a step further. Their govern- . said.
ing body, the National Panhellenic
"Nobody wants to live in a
Conference, now prohibits its house where your feet stick to the
chapters from co-hostmg a party at floor," Simmons said. "What you'll
a frat house that serves alcohol.
find besides fewer alcohol issues
Students are more focused, and violations is a cleaner house,
-sai,d Angela Simmons, assistant less noise and just fewer problems
director of Greek life at Florida all around."
State University, on getting good
Nationally, membership infragrades and finding ways to boost ternities declined by 25 percent
their college resumes to compete in between 1988.and 1998, but it has
the JOb market after they graduate. been on the rise again over the past
They want opportunities to develop few years, and the new alcohol-free
A-7

policies are a major factor, according to Jon Williamson, executive
vice president of the North
American
Interfraternity
Conference, which represents 67
fraternities in the U.S. and Canada.
For the 11 fraternities in
the conference that have adopted
dry housing policies. "insurance
rates are down, litigation is down,
membership is up and grades are
up," Williamson said. "It's hard to
get mad at any of those statistics."
Still, the hard-partying stereotype of Greek life may last for a
while, despite many fraternities

turning off the tap.
College students continue to
r~port in most national surveys that
binge-drinking, while down in
some cases, continues to be a major
issue on campus.
And last year, the Board of
Regents, which governed state universities until July 1, adopted a policy that schools must notify parents
if their underage children are
caught drinking, a decision made in
part after an alcohol-drenched fraternity party at the University of
Florida led to the suspension of the
chapter and criminal charges

against some members.
Sullivan, the assistant director
of campus life at FIU, says the
school believes by jumping into the
Greek housing game late, it has the
advantage of seeing what has
worked- and what hasn't- at other,
more established universities.
"I think we have a chance as a
young university to be a-model and
to I think everyone is committed to
making this work and doing this
-right," Sullivan said. "More traditional doesn't have to mean more
problems."

Apollo Community gets
new graduate assistant
LIBBY BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

The new graduate assistant
of the Apollo Community is not
entirely
new
to
1-he housing situation.
Last year, Vivian Ortiz
served as the Graduate Assistant
to the Business and Professional
Women 's House, so she was
already familiar with many of
the housing rules and regula.. ons when 11he stepped up to fill
the pos tion of Rebecca
Morales, last year's graduate
assistant fhe biggest challenge
Ortiz sees is filling the shoes of
Morales, and meeting the expectations that both she and others
have for her. Also new to the
Apollo Community this year is
Area Coordinator Jason Jones,
taking the place of Triscia
Panarello.
"My primary rqle is to
assist the entire the community,
specifically to help the RA's. I
also do diversity programming,
with the 'Expanding our
Comfort Zones' series," said
Ortiz.
Ortiz says she likes the job
because it gives her the opportunity to work with students and to
continue to be a full time student. As a social worker, dealing
with people gives Ortiz the
chance to use her expertise. In
the course of a normal day, she
might talk to students, parents
and professionals, almost the
whole spectrum on a college
1

campus.
Ortiz's goal is to help freshman, whom she says are at a
very good time in their Iives,
grow and become better people.
She wants to present them with
an alternate point of view and
"remind them of their rights and
responsibilities to the human
race."
And how will she impact
the community? Ortiz modestly
points out that she alone won't
change too much, but her being
part of an enthusiastic team.with
new people and different ideas
will make the difference to
everyone in the community.
What can be expected from
Apollo in the future? Special
interest housing, which is grouping people with the same major
or from the same college together, has been successful in its
early stages. Ortiz said that there
might be plans to add more
floors, or include more majors in
this program. Above all though,
-Ortiz hopes to keep up the level
of good service coming from the
Apollo Community Office,
where she can be found,
Monday through Friday.
The previous Graduate
Assistant and Area Coordinator
started the special interest housing and left a positive legacy for
Ortiz and Jones to fill. Ortiz,
feeling the pressure but rising to
the challenge, said "I hope to
continue where they left off and
set a really good precedent to the
person who comes in after me."

You may be eligible to participate in clinical research studies for men or
women 18 to 35 years of age. Other restrictions may apply. If
you qualify, a stipend of up to $1.00 per day is available
to compensate for your time and transportation.
Please call 407-273-4312 for infonnation.

C:LlN ICAL:.::ff:ESEARCH :: CENTER

- Clinical.Research Center of Florida
5802 Lake Underhill Rd.
Orlando, Florida 32807

1dipij~rtg~1i~: iliJBa~H~ ~tfl.)

WWW.CRC2000.COM

Student Leaders Wanted!
Global perspective, Open-minded, Friendly, Diplomatic

Do you like International Travel?
Languages? Other Cultures? Ethnic Foods?

Interested in International Business?
International Law? Communications?
then .•..•

Lead Conversation Hour
_); ; .- Facilitate small group discussion
with international students
_); ; .- Volunteer 1 hour each week for the semester
_); ; .- Wednesdays or Thursdays 12- 1 or 1- 2
•Learn about other countries & cultures
*Try new ethnic foods at picnic
•Add an international element to your resume

Sign up for Conversation Hour

407 .823.5515
Orientation Thursday August 30th_ 12-1:00
Center for Multi-Lingual Multi-Cultural Studies
P.C. #547 (Next to water tower & Creative School)

<
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Did you know?

Preaching to the masses

COMPILED BY

BECKI PANOFF

•The United States
Department of Agriculture
reports that the average
American eats eight-and-ahalf pounds of pickles a year.
• The "black box" that 11ouses
an airplane's voice recorder is
orange so it can be more easily detected amid the debris of
a plane crash.
• Because alcohol causes
cells to become dehydrated,
one way to minimize a hangover is to tlrink a couple of
glasses of water after each
alcoholic drink, thus preventing dehydration.
• Spaghetti is the favorite
pasta shape, with 38 percent
favoring it over other pasta
shapes. The second favorite
shape is elbow macaroni, at
16 percent.

Stephen Watt, (right) argues about religion with Jeremiah Baldwin. Jeremiah Baldwin displays his religious beliefs, prompting many arguments from a group of students that gathered to listen to him preach. "I don't consider myself part of any religion," the Christian
speaker said.

• The Sanskrit word for "war''
means "desire for more
cows."

Group of what??
Bacteria: A culture of bacteria
Crow: A murder of crows
Ferret: A business of ferrets
Jellyfish: A smack of jellyfish
Locust: A plague of locusts
Squirrel: A qray of squirrels
Viper: A nest of vipers
Birthdays
Sept. 12, 1944
B~rry White
singer
Sept. 13, 1916
Roald Dahl
writer, d: 1990
Sept. 14, 1879
Margaret Sanger
nurse, feminist, d: 1966
Sept. 15, 1946
Oliver Stone, director

Over 30,000 Square Feet
of Fitness Featuring:

Sept. 16, 1924
Lauren Bacall [Betty
Perske], actress
Sept. 17, 1935
Ken Kesey, author
Sept. 18, 1971
Lance Armstrong, athlete

Strength Training 0 Cardio Kickboxing
Spinning 0 Treadmills e> Lifecycles
Aerobics • over 50 clases per week
Stairmasters + Cross Trainers
Over 50,000 LBS. of Free Weights

Quote of the Week
"If writing must be a
precise form of communication, it should be treated like
a precision instrument. It
should be sharpened, and it
should not be used carelessly."
- Theodore M Bernstein

HYPNOSIS FOR
RLL YOUR NEEDS

·-------------------------------------~I

I
I

S100 Off Your Hembership With This 4d!

I

~-------------------------------------·

Hypnosis sessions available
on convenient. cost effective
audio cassettes, in areas of
most concern to students and
young professionals. These are
only a few sessions we offer.
Stop smoking, weight loss,
stress reduction and memory
improvement.

FOR MORE INFO. CRLL

1-423-526-3696
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Gay couple wants to adopt, denied by state
Making your vote count

This is downright hateful and
makes me ~ick.

Last week we asked you online: "Do you feel homosexual couples
should be allowed to adopt children?"
B~low are the results of that survey:

Of course they should
Noway

°ADAM SHIVER

,But, as I said before, the couple cannot adopt this youngster.
Over the past few months I . Florida. law prohibits them from
have followed a story-in the news. doing so because the legislation in
The story is of a couple that wish- this state is ignorant.
es to adopt a child. But, they have
Our legislators and judges
been turned down due to a Florida have deemed this couple not a
law that prevents people of a 'normal' family.
What is 'normal' exactly?
homosexual orientation from
Florida considers a 'normal'
adopting children.
The couple wishes to adopt a family a married couple: a mother
small African-American boy as and a father. Not two males, nor
their son. The boy was unfortu- two females. This is simply
nately born with the HIV virus. ridiculous.
A nomial family consists of
Both his ethnicity and his infection would keep him from being people who love and care for one
adopted by most couples. These another. Period. Regardless of
two gentlemen wish to take on the their sex or sexual orientation.
res-ponsibility of being this boy's
But if we follow the law to
parents, no-matter the circum- the tee then single parents should
stances. They love this child and not be allowed to adopt either.
wish to step up to the plate when Right?
· wrong,
most would not. The couple
knows they may have to eventualSingle parents are free to
ly watch this boy die.
adopt any child they wish. In fact
STAFF WRITER

nearly 25 percent of the children
adopted in Florida are by single
parents.
The reason these two gentlemen cannot adopt and raise this
child is simply because they are
gay.
In 1977; after the law was put
in place, Senator Curtis Peterson,
the bill's sponsor, had this to say:
"The purpose of the bill was to
send a message to lesbians and
gay men that we're really tired of
you. We wish you'd go back into
the closet."
This is downright hateful and
makes me sick.
If it is the fact -that gays couples are not married that is hindering them from adopting children, then legalize gay marriages,
as they very well should "be
already.
Many fear that a gay couple
raising a child will influence them

51%
49%

W€ want to know what you thiflk. You can let us know by. logging on to www.UCFfuture.com and participating in the Online Polls
and through a letter to the Editor.
Every week we wiU publish yo~r Letters ta the Edit-or and the
results of your OnlinePoUs.
to pursue homosexuality. So
w~at? Perhaps if the child growsup around a homosexual couple
he or she ·will have a respect for
them that the majority of the
world currently does not.
We are all born with our sexual orientations. So no matter
ho~ a child is raised they are
going to be who they were born to
be. If we were not born with our
orientations and we are taught or
choose them through the way we
are brought, up then why are we
p_ot all straight? It is simpk It is

because we are born with them.
Homosexuality has been
around since before Christ and
will continue for the rest of eternity. Stop being homophobic and
grow up. Allow these two human
beings want is to adopt this child
and raise it as their own. To nurture and care for it. To love it
when no one else will.
End this ban on gay adoptions and legalize gay marriages.
Treat these people like they are
human beings, just as you expect
to be treated.

"

ACLU supports children keeping abortions secret
The group believes
minors should not
have parental consent
AMY EDWARDS
STAFF WRITER

The American Civil Liberties Union
placed several advertisements in New
York newspapers and magazines for the
month of September · stating, "Which
would you rather lose? A. Control over
your daughter'-s reproductive decisions-.
B. Your daughter."
Not only tl;ie ACLU, but also
Planned Parenthood and a few powerful
politicians, including Hillary Clinton,
support the ~ds.
The advertisement, , and the argument for that matter, regards the issue of
allowing under-age girls to have· abortions without parental consent. The
ACLU believes that more girls are in
jeopardy because they will harm themselves with botched abortions, rather
than tell their parents.
Now, the whole idea of allowing a

14-year-old high school freshman make
decisions about life-threatening matters
is completely ridiculous to me. We don't
allow minors to get their ears pierced,
yet the ACLU thinks it's okay for them
to have abortions without permission. Is
getting a tiny hole put in your ear more
serious than getting an abortion?
_
The supporters of this ad are concerned because they view it as a "body"
issue. They are correct in that some
girls will endanger themselves because
they are too afraid of their parent's reaction. But they are wrong in thinking this ·
will solve the problem.
If an under-age girl is afraid to tell
her parents about a pregnancy, aren't theparents the ones who need the help? A
parent's love is unconditional, and I'm
sure a mother would want to know what
problems her daughter has.
As for the advertisement's choice
"A," well, parents to have the right to
control their children. They brought
them into this world, and rightfully, they
can control them.
.I see it this way: We don't allow
minors to vote, drink alcohol, smoke,
get tattoqs, get pierced, wear certain
clothes to school or drive until they are
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16, but we want them to be able. to walk
into a clinic, have an abortion, and not
have to tell their parents about it?
So how would it work? The daughter comes home especially late from
school one day, mom and dad ask the
usual "How was your day?" questions,
and then nothing happens? Does she act
the same, as if she just came back from
cheerleading practice? I don't think so.
The ACLU views it as a campaign
against "parental involvement" l~ws.
Everyone is entitled to his or her opinions, but I think 'this one is totally asinine. They are against parental involvement. Our country needs exactly the
opposite. We need good moms and dads
who dedicate time and love to their children. Under-age girls who have secret_
abortions will just tear herself and her
family apart. And to think the parents
would have no idea what has happened,
nor could they legally ever find out.
Now that's a scary thought.
_It's not even an issue of pro-life or
pro-choice. It's an issue of letting a
niinor have a life-threatening, lifechanging operation without parental
consent. We consider 14 and 15-yearolds as being young adults, but they are
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really still children. They don't have the
physical or emotional characteristics of
a 25-year-old adult who's able to make
her own decisions. Don't start giving
these types of rights to children; they
aren't ready for it and neither is our
country.
L
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Public rejects PETA~ tactics
KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

Every now and then society is forced
to tolerate extremist groups that haven't
grasped the concept of how to fight for a
cause. There is such a thing as being so
offensive, so obnoxious and so insensitive
that you may end up hurting your cause.
PETA, this piece is dedicated to you.
The national animal-activist organization PETA (People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals) has recently
launched an ad campaign endorsing the
plight of sharks, days after a series of shark
attacks and two shark-related fatalities.
PETA planned to display a billboard in
Pensacola, with a message reading,
"Would you give your right arm to know
why shark~ attack? Could fr be revenge?
Go Vegetarian. PETA." Consequently,
Pensacola was the city where a shark
ripped off the arm of 8-year-old Jesse
Arbogast.
PETA also criticized pop star Britney
Spears for wanting to use live cheetahs for her on-stage performance at the MTV
Video
Music
Awards.
PETA

demanded in a letter to Spears that she
remove the animals from her stage act, as
the bright lights, loud noise and large
cro'wds would harm the animals.
In the past, PETA launched other controversial billboard ads. One ad parodied
the Got Milk advertisements picturing New
York mayor Rudy Guliani wearing a milk
mustache that read, Got Prostate Cancer?
The mayor had recently been diagnosed
with prostate cancer and PETA had used
his diagnoses as a connection between
drinking milk and prostate cancer. In a Got
Beer campaign, aimed at college students,
PETA endorsed a message to college students promoting drinking beer rather than
drinking milk.
While fighting for animal rights is a
noble ·cause, PETA's tactics are
extreme and in the poorest
of taste.
PETA

spokesman Dan Shannon acknowledged
that their tactics may be extreme but has
only agreed to pull certain ads because he
feels "people would just shoot the messenger without hearing the message."
Animals should not suffer unnecessarily. It is both cruel and inhumane.
Likewise, the life of a rat, or a shark for
that matter, does not .merit the life of a 10year-old boy. But perhaps, the issue at
hand is not PETA's extremist beliefs, rather
their outrageous tactics.
How would a PETA activist react if a
shark killed their very own son or daughter? Moreover, how would they feel if a
billboard was unveiled exploiting their
son's tragic experience? Would Dan
Shannon find the prostate ad as amusing if
he was the one diagnosed with cancer? If
he lost a family
member to. an alcohol-related accident, could he
still
justify
PETA's
tactics?
What PETA
fails to recognize is
the point
of having
a cause
is
to
gain
support.
To gain support, they must
persuade the public to believe in the
same principles. Yet these ad campaigns
have failed to persuade most. Instead they
have only offended, disgusted and turned
off the general public.
I suggest another approach. Try practicing the same animal-kindness you proclaim on humans.
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Student Government Senate Allocations
8/1/01 to 8/31/01

Bill#

Organization Name

Amount

Purpose

Senate Working Fund
Errorbils
OAF006
OAF007
SB33-58
SB33-62
SB33-64

Eta Kappa Nu

Tele. Work order
Water Polo tournament
Battle-Bot

$1,000.00
$1,000.00

Soc of Automotive Engineers
Int'l Student Assn
Eta Kappa Nu

SAE shop facilities
Int'l fair & fashion show
Build heavyweight BattleBot

$9,000.00
$5,000.00
$4,000.00

Knightcast
Water Polo Club

Total

Senate Workin2 Fund·

$20,000.00

C & 0 - Office Supplies
A0054

Outlanders/UCF Outdoor Rockclimbing Clb

$250.00

Club projects/banners, flyers

Total

C & 0 - Office Supplies

$250.00

C & 0-Travel
R33-02
R33-30

Alpha Kappa Psi
Am Soc of Civil Engineers

R33-36
SB33-17

Zebra Siddiqui
Water Polo Club

Success Institute,2/23-2/25/0 I
PY Bridge competition
Airfare, 8/31-9/3/0 I
Tournament for PY

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Total

9nt01

$700.00

C & 0 - Travel

Your Club's R~stration Status must be updated before you can use your fundin2

$700.00
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Teachers
deserve
better
MICHAEL ROBBINS
STAFF WRITER

Becoming an educator lacks
an overwhelming appeal. A
career in education can lead to
low pay, disrespect from those
they try to improve and ridicule
from others: "Those who can't
do, teach."
Teaching ranks as one of the
lowest paying careers for a
degree-required job. Modem
texts and professors do not consider them as professionals, a
rank reserved ·for doctors and
lawyers who (like teachers) must
earn certification, have internships (like teachers) and receive
years of training and constantly
learn new techniques, with retesting (like teachers). Education
majors learn this at UCF in their
Introduction to Education course.
The problem is in the importance of an educator. Think to
yolirself: when was the last time a
doctor had a deep impact on your
life exempting, maybe, an emergency situation, or a lawyer who
taught you the importallce of a
subject? Teachers ·shift the perspectives of young minds, adapting them to the world and sometimes saving them from a deadend life.
Vital as they are, teachers get
the brun~ of difficulties. Is your
child failing school? Blame the
teacher instead of the kid. Lowtest scores on standardized tests,
apathy from students; these are all
problems that burden a teacher.
Anyone else who willingly
took these responsibilities would
ask for high pay and the best
fringe
benefits
available.
Nevertheless, educators do it for
not only lower pay, but they also
deal with state policies that damage their classroom, forcing them
to teach what legislature wants.
FCAT exams take over history
lessons, and calculus teachers
must take time out to teach HSCT
math skills because someone
deems it more important than the
class's subject matter, insulting
the teacher by telling them they
do not know what they are doing.
Teachers deserve more
respect th~ this. Rather than
telling teachers how to teach,
because it is ironic that someone
who isn't a teacher decides how
classes should be taught, let them
make decisions for their classes.
Leave education to people who
know what they are doing, this
should especially count towards
state governments, who feel that
more standardized tests equal a
better education.
Give educationalists more
credit ·for taking their life and
dedicating it to young minds,
rather than blaming them if something goes wrong. Make them
remember that there is a reward
for all the troubles they go
through, and that it is worth their
time to educate society.
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CLASSIFICATIONS
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent
Services

On Campus
Personals
Traflel
Miscellaneous

HELP WANTED
NEED AN ATTORNEY?
Landlord!fenant Disputes • All types of
Accidents and Personal Injuries •
Workers Comp • Contract and Business
Disputes • insurance Disputes •
Harassment and Discrimination •
Debt Collections • and Many Others
Call today to discuss your rights.
The Law Office of Piercy J. Stakelum
(407) 246-7040.
PHOTOGRAPHER WANTED
Pff employment available. Paid trainings,
must have a reliable car and a suit. Contact
Bob Knight Photo at 800-628-4509.
Promotions
21+ Yrs. old, Flexible Hrs.
Nights & Weekends, $ !0.50 hr.
Great experience
Fun Atmosphere
Drug Testing, 877-346-1480
YARD WORKER NEEDED: Downtown
Orlando private residence: weeding, trimming, clipping. 20 hours per month. $10 per
hour. Some experience. 407-898-8082

In Exchange for Room & Board - Female
College Student wanted; PT housekeeping &
PT after school/evening chlldcare; one girl,
age 10. Must have own transportation.
References. Convenient, quiet, private,
Longwood home. Own room, own phone.
Non-smoker, no drinking/drqgs. 15 minutes
to UCF. Call MC @ 407-696-4596.

Telephone Hours

Valet Parking - Positions starting at $9$12/hr are available for friendly, outgoing,
motivated. people. Full/Part-time, AM/PM
positions available at upscale hotels in the
Downtown Orlando and Disney World areas.
Please call (407) 841-7275 Mon-Fri, 9 am - 5
pm or leave a voice mail message.

$10 PER HOUR + Guaranteed
Exciting opportunity promoting food products . Work with Radio Disney, Publix, WinnDixie and other large supermarkets. Great
fun for outgoing persons. Earn while you
learn. Part-time/full time & Management
pos. avail. Call after 2 pm M-F305-895879 I or
1-800-NEW-BAGEL
Kung Fu/Karate Instructor needed. Up to
$20 an hour. No exp. necessary. Will train.
You will be teaching in personal training and
future group class. Call Sifu at 407-895-0603
or 407-234-6271.
Mother's helper wanted, 2 hrs per day
around dinner time. $7 .50/hr. Univ. &
Goldenrod, reliable transportation and references required. Call 407-671-1549.
Newday wants you to Rock us into Heaven.
Looking for those with the following talent:
guitar, bass, drums and b-vocals. No religion
necessary. Call Ricky @ 407-277-3344.
Visit: www.newdayonline.com
Fun Promotional Work!
Part-time/Weekends
Seeking outgoing individuals to help us
educate consumers and retailers while promoting a new, fun product in local. stores 4 12+ hrs/week. Interact with consumers to
introduce and demonstrate the benefits/features of our new product. Candidates must
have interact access, reliable transportation and be able to work weekends.
Openings available in Orlando, Pon Orange,
Orange City, Kissimmee and the surrounding
areas. Paid training provided. Call
1-800-655-3044 (x 583), M-F, 9-5. EOE.

By Phone: (407) 365-7656
By Fax: (407) 977-0019
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
By Mail: send copy along with check

Address
120 Alexandria Blvd., Suite 17
Oviedo, FL 32765

In Person: (434 & Mitchell Hammock)

Noon on Friday prior to publication

Payment MethOds
Cash, Check,
Major Credit Card

How to Write a Good Classified Ad
l. Start your ad with the merchandise you are selling. Starting with the
merchandise makes it easier for the reader to locate your item for
sale.
2. Always incll1de the price of the item(s) you are selling. 52 percent of
classified readers do not respond to uds thut do not include a price.

Drafter - Small Family Owned
Engineer/Architect firm looking for part-time
AutoCAD drafter. Fax resume to Stevens
Engineering 407-425-9930 Phone 407-422-6330.

Aerobic kickboxing instructor needed. No
teaching exp. necessary. Will train. Exciting
atmosphere and working cond. Up to $15 to
$20 an hour. Skills and good attitude a must.
Call Sifu at 407-895-0603 or 407-234-6271.
JOB OPPORTUNITY FOR EDUCATION
and/or EARLY CHILDHOOD STUDENTS
To assist me in my home with my two small
children; ages 6 months and 2 years. Evening
hours only -Approximately 4-5 days a week,
· 3 hours/evening ·(5 pm-8 pm). If interested
call Karen Penna (407) 365-8938.
Babysitter needed afternoons in the
Tuscaw1lla area for 3 school-aged children. 5
days and/or 3 days 3:30 pm - 5:30 pm Wednesdays 2:30 pm - 5:30 pm. Must have
own car. Please call 407-366-1539 after 6
pm.

FOR SALE
·Bed, orthopedic firm mattress sets with 5
year warranty. Brand new- 1\vin $75, Full
$95, Queen $115: King $165. Can deliver
407-354-0069.

5 speed, cold air, 63 k miles, bedliner, only
$5,500. (407) 366-8611.

1987 Acura, Integra

3. Keep abbreviations to a minimum. Make it easy for readers to
understand.
4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what y!Ju would like to
know about the merchandise for sale. Include information such as
brand names, color and other specific descriptions.

SERVICES

1

Chinese language tutor warited. Private
Speech lessons for professional immediate
need. 4/5 hours weekly. Premium$$. 321436-3470.
SKYDIVING SKYDIVING SKYDIVING
Student and group discounts!!
Florida Skydiving Center
1-800-FREEFALL
HEALTH and WELLNESS PRODUCTS for:
Weight Loss, PMS, Energy, Stress, Sleep,
Nutrition and Mental Focus
Business Opportunities also available. Call
Jen or Joe: 407-320-8033.
IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOU
CRAZY? Is it all Greek to you? Thinking
of changing your major? Need a tutor? Call
Virginia at 407-366-6079. Located in Oviedo
- 15 years Experience - Reasonable Rates Flexible Hours - Computer Access.
E-mail TheChemTutor@aol.com
Let us help you plan your next outing Horseback Riding, River Rides, Hay Rides,
Bonfire Rides, Trail Rides - call
407-365-9866 for. more information.

FREE VACATION for 2 in
Orlando with your 1st order of
1500 LD minutes at 3.9 cpm.
Travel card type convenience.
www.mvpwebring.com

4 dr, auto, cold air, 120k miles, $2,800, obo.
Call (407) 366-8611 or (407) 592-7992.

Looking to earn money for your organization
or yourself! Try Fund-U, a no cost fundrais-ing program that's easy and reliable. Call
1-866-48-FUND-U or visit www.fund-u.com

COMPUTER. AMD K6 proc, 120 Mg RAM,
4 Gig HD, 15" monitor, Win 98, 56K mod,
CD ROM and ext. Sony Suprssa cd burner,
Lexmark 3200 printer, $400 OBO. Computer
desk, $50. email kip 1952@aol.com, toll free
877-267-9351

ON CAltlPUS

MATTRESS/BOX SPRINGS. Great condition. $200 obo. email kipl952@aol.com, toll
free 877-267-9351

UCF-CRU
Campus Crusade for Christ
Weekly meetings every Thursday night
7:30 pm in the P~gasus Ball Room
Student Union

Futon, black iron frame with 8' pad Never
used $195 (407) 354-0069.
Computer - Dell, 733 MHz Pill, 56K
modem, Ethernet card, mouse, keyboard,
speakers, 8X4X32 CD-RW, 128 MB, 14.2
GB, 18" monitor, Window Professional,
$600, 1-800-498-9566 PIN 10254

407-365-76.56
classifieds@lJCFfuture.com
$6 per ad
One Issue:
$5 per ad
One Month:
One Semester:
_14 per ad
75¢ extra
Bolding:
Large Headline: (9pt) 75¢ extra
(Charges listed above include an ad
of up to five lines, 30 characters per
line. $1 each additional line).

Got somethi• to sel?

AFFORDABLE
HEALTH INSURANCE
Call Sylvia at 407-325-6354.

Part-time Stable Assistant needed - in
exchange for Riding call 407-365-9866.

1996 Chevy S-10 King Cab
General help needed in New Aerobic
Kickboxing Studio. Answer phone, give
info and lite office work. Fit and people oriented a plus. Call Sifu at 407-895-0603 or
407-234-6271.

Deadline

How to Place an Ad

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Use the CFF Classifieds! Onlv $6 per issue!
401·365·1656 or c1assifieds@UCffuture.co1
Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center
Interested in learning to develop, deliver, and maintain
effective, capable and integrated systems?
SPAWAR, Charleston, SC is a leading edge, networkcentric corporation that designs, builds, tests, fields and
supports many of the command, control, communication,
computer, intelligence, su·rveillance, and reconnaissance
(C41SR) systems in use today.

Employment Programs available are:
Student Temporary Employment Program,
Student Career Experience Progrgm, and
3-yr. Acquisition Intern Training Program or
direct hire upon graduation.
Contact or visit us at the UCF career fair to discuss
opportunities that include employment and travel in exciting
locations nationally and internationally. Ask us about our
excellent benefits package plus signing bonus.
EE, CPE, CS - US Citizenship required.

For further information, please e-mail us at
recruit@spawar.navy.mil or visit our website at
www-chas.spawar.navy.mil.

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union
(GLBSU)
Meets Tuesdays, 8:00 pm in Student Union
Join us!
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ucfglbsu/

TRAVEL
FoRRENT
Room for rent, female n/s in 4 bedroom/2
bath house. 10 min to UCF, own phone line,
w/d a clean home in quiet area. $395 month
w/util included. Please call 407-657-7134.
Room for rent near UCF. 4 BR home.
Female student pref. Rent $425, includes all
utilities. Dep. $250. 9~12 mo. lease. email
kip1952@aol.com or toll free 877-267-9351

Room for Rent
New 3 bedroom home on Lake/Gated
community 6 min. from UCF
campus/$475.00/month includes util/
non-smoking/no pets/
sec. system/furn/pool/tennis courts
941-461-5101 407-482-3202.
Winter J"ark Roommate Wanted. Large
furnished bedroom, washer/dryer, kitchen,
utilities included. Quiet atmosphere. 15
minute drive to UCF. $425/month. Call
321-279-3862.

.'

JAPAN

SUPER AIRFARE/TRY US

IACE TRAVEL
TEL.407-351-9999
Email : floridaopc@earthlin k. net

Solutions
H3301A1XV1101
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is now accepting classified ads
for its personals section.
Call (407) 365-7656
or e-mail classifieds@ucffuture.com
for more details.
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Get this FREE messenger
bag with any BUFFALO
purchase.
Only at Dillard's
and Tuni's
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Lead Stories

Recurring Themes

Istanbul's leading circumciser, Kemal Ozkan (106,000 lifetime procedures), predicted in
August that because of the economic downturn, he will perform
only half of the 3,000 he performed last year. Depleted government budgets force Turk boys
in poverty to wait until military
service to get cut, according to an
Associated Press dispatch, and
business is off by half at the
famous Circumcision Palace (the
place where well-off parents can
have their sons snipped upstairs
and then fete them at elaborate
parties downstairs). In the traditional Turkish coming-of-age
ceremony, boys parade beforehand through the streets dressed
like royalty in white suits with
capes, holding gold-trimmed
scepters.
In July, Mr. Justice Bodey of
Britain's High Court ordered four
men to take blood tests to determine a 7-year-old boy's father,
which is a question the mother
apparently had tried not to think
about until now. She admitted
that she was so desperate at her.
expiring biological clock that, to
maximize her chances at the
height of her cycle from April 28
to May 1, 1993, she stepped away
from her apparently sterile husband and had·sex with a different
man every night, and now one of
the men wants father's rights.
Two Utah men, seeking to
make Hollywood movies safe for ..their mostly Mormon neighbors,
are creating stashes of major-film
releases from which they have
dubbed out the cussing and the
sex. Ray Lines sells the pristine
versions at three CleanFlicks.
video stores near Provo; David
Schenk runs a Clean Cut Video
club in Kaysville that contains 62
titles for ·members to check out.
"Great movies are great because
they have a great story line," said
Schenk to an Associated Press
reporter in August, "not because
they drop the F-bomb" (139 of
which, for example, Schenk had
to remove from "Good Will
Hunting"). Hollywood studios
are aware of the Utah men's work
but have not commented.

Earlier this year, News of the
Weird reported that the tony
Silicon Valley town of Woodside,
Calif. (population 5,600), had
recently proposed to comply with a
state law setting a minimum pertown number of "affordable housing" units by allowing horse farmers to create moderately priced
"apartments" inside their barns. In
May, Massachusetts state Rep.
John H. Rogers proposed that
towns in his state, when attempting
to comply with laws requiring lowincome housing, be able to include
jails and prisons in their totals.

Latest Cutting-Edge
Research
The head of a research team
from the University of Adelaide
(Australia), studying whiplash
injuries, reported a preliminary
finding in April that some victims' pain is prolonged more by
"litigation" than by "damage to
(the particular) joint." And in
March, a female researcher at the
University of Central Florida
fourid that female speakers with
C-cup breasts were regarded as
more professional by males than
those of larger or smaller cups.
And a University of Cambridge
professor announced in April,
after lab experiments involving
"kinetic energy, centrifugal force
and co-efficient of friction," that
the cleanest way to eat spaghetti
is to roll the strands on a vertical
fork against a spoon parallel to
the plate and then to eat the pasta
off the spoon.

Oregon, the Irony
State
Oregon
legislators
lamented in June that a
major windmill-construction project on the
Washington-Oregon border, expected to power 70,000
homes and thus a delight to
clean-energy environmentalists,
would probably be delayed
because of the discovery that the
property under construction is
h<?me to the endangered
Washington ground squirrel, the
saving of which is also a delight
to environmentalists.
Among the fresh "zero tolerance" cases in the news recently
is the policy of a low-income
housing complex in Seaside,
Ore., .to automatically terminate
a lease if anyone in the unit
engages in any violent act against
anyone
in
the
complex.
According to a federal lawsuit
filed in July, that policy was too
literally enforced against Tiffani
Ann Alvera, who has been
scheduled for eviction only
because she showed the landlord
the judicial restraining order she
had gotten after her husband beat
her up.

presented by
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ACROSS FROM UCF!

Least Competent
Criminals

long as 20 hours a day. Each ·service of chants and meditations lasts
about two hours, followed by the
hugs (about 1,000 at a Chicago ceremony in July), usually accompanied by a few back rubs and a kiss
on the cheek.

Donald James Eversen was
arrested in Sparks, Nev., in March
and charged with attempting to rob
two women and then to steal a beer
truck for his getaway. Police found
Eversen (who had been drinking) a
few blocks from the scene, and
when they brought the two women
by to identify him, Eversen immediately blurted out that, yes, those
were the two women he had tried
to rob. And Humberto "The Frog"
Banuelos, a man alleged to be a big
hit man for the Tijuana drug cartel,
was arrested in July in spite of the
extensive cosmetic surgery he had
undergone for disguise. Police said
Banuelos had neglected to change
the one thing that they regarded as
his chief body characteristic; a distinctive bullet-wound scar on his
right buttock.

People Different From Us
Mr. Irwin Rose, said to be in his
50s, was found dead in his upscale
New York City apartment in July,
apparently of natural causes. The
doorman said Rose had not been
out of the building in 13 years, that
he had everything delivered; an
employee of . a restaurant in the
next block said Rose had been calling for the same meal three times a
day every day for eight years (rice
pudding, chicken soup, two eggs
over easy, sausages, cheesecake).
A friend said Rose used to be a

Latest Religious
Messages
In June, Father Manuel
Torres of Marbella, Spain,
showed a London Daily
Telegraph reporter his new chart
(listing 19 sins and three
penances) in use in the 60
Catholic parishes around the
Malaga tourist region. Since the
number of worshippers rises 20fold during the holiday season,
with few visitors able to express
themselves in Spanish, Father
Torres said it has become crucial
to his efficiency to have penitents
find their sins on the list, point to
them, and watch him as he holds
up either one finger (three Hail
Marys), two (one Our Father)
and three (one act of charity).
In May, a 100-ton boulder
slipped off of a 96-wheel trailer
while being driven interstate in
India from Karnataka to Tamil
Nadu, where it was to be sculpted into an idol of the Hindu monkey-god Hanuman. As the word
spread, villagers gathered around
the rock, consecrated it, and
delivered offerings to it, but the
temple in Tamil Nadu said it still
wants the rock (which was
donated to the temple by a quarry owner) reloaded and delivered.
The IO-week tour through the
U.S. this summer of Indian spiritual leader "Aroma" (Mata
Amritanandamayi) gave her a
chance to pad her lifetime total of
hugs, which she dispenses to
each devotee who greets her,
sometimes continuously for as

&

movie and fashion dealmaker until a debilitating leg illness slowed him down.

Also, in the Last Month ...
The Florida Department of
Corrections
released
DUImanslaughter convict Casey
Bloom, even though he fulfilled his
required 4,350 hours of community service by making only two public appearances, which were taped
and broadcast thousands of times.
Boston Harbor's 10th annual swim
to commemorate clean-water
progress was canceled due to
heavy pollution. A 26-year-old
Navy man was rescued from 85
feet inside the Kilauea (Hawaii)
Volcano, where he had fallen after
chasing his windblown baseball
cap. Two mothers of 15-year-old
baseball players were arrested after
beating unconscious the mother of
the rival player who scored the
winning run (Salt Lake City).

Kaplan
gets you in.
College Law School Business School
Graduate School Medical School.
I

Classes

#·

Online Courses • Books • Software

Classes are filling fast, so call or
visit us onllne today to reserve your seat!

KAPLAN'
1·BOO·KAP·TEST
kaptest.com
Test Prep, Admissions and Guidance. For life.
0Pillf0010

t_
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Hey, lracy, Felix just sent me an
email. .. He's going on a date with
that girl from the coffee shop
this weekend ...

Oh, c'mon. I think it's cute. You two
have that whole Winnie Cooper~ Kevin
Arnold thing goin' on!

YOU WATCH TOO D@MN MUCH TVll

AAAAARGGHI

Felix by Steve McCain @2001
From Page A-18

The title track "Superhero" stands out among the rest
with its heavy drums and guitars. The song's lyrics tell
the story of portraying a superhero to support a loved
one. "I'm your superhero. For you I will fight. I'll save
your life." The song ends as McKnight repeats the chorus accompanied by only a guitar.
"Biggest Part of Me" brings the album back to that
trademark McKnight sound. "Biggest Part of Me" is a
beautiful ballad about getting over a broken heart and
believing in love again. The moving song ends with a
noteworthy piano solo.
McKnight changes the outlook of the album with a
pair of religious tracks. "When Will I See You Again," a
duet with Fred Hammond, gives a spiritual view on life.

"For You" follows this theme explaining that being able
to touch one person in life equals success.
Superhero includes a bonus track featuring the St.
Lunatics.· "Groove Tonight" is sure to get any party
hyped with its addictive beats. It seems a bit out of place
on the album, but the upbeat melody makes it a welcome
surprise.
Superhero flows smoothly from one song to the next.
Each track contains its own attitude, while keeping
McKnight's soulful sound~·tact. Superhero has the perfect mix of ballads and up eat tracks. From the prelude
to lyrics to CD design, Mc ight successfully carries the
superhero theme throughout the album.
McKnight may not be a_ble to fly, but he can capture
the essence and emotion of every song. That makes him
a true musical superhero .

•

•

Find Your .Future at
W~lls Fargo Fi_
nancial

II

As a Credit Manager, yo~ will ...
•
•
•
•
•

Enjoy a salaried position with a Fortune 100 Company
Have performance and salary reviews at least every 3 months
Complete a comprehensive training program
Learn credit investigation, loan interviewing, sales and collection techniques
Expect to qualify for promotion to Assistant and Store Manager

Your Benefits include ...

"

...

•

• Holidays and vacations - vacation is based on length of service. Full-time team members receive a minimum of nine paid holidays each
year.
• Thrift and profit sharing - contributions up to 6% of your salary receive an employer match of up to $2.50 for each dollar you
contributed.
• Stock plans - purchase Wells Fargo stock directly from your earnings with no fees.
You are also eligible for employee stock options as they are granted.
• Tuition reimbursement - if you choose to continue your education we will help with the cost.
• Team member referral - receive $500 and one day of vacation for each person .
that you refer who is hired
• Savings plan - earn 12% on balances up to $10,000

To find out more about the management-training program, visit our website .at wellsfargofmancial.com or contact:
Chris Lounsberry, Branch Manager@ 8881 W. Colonial Drive, Ocoee FL, 34761 407/578-1885 or 407/578-1807fax
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Epeot ~et:; bet~r
with a~e
RACHEL BRAVERMAN
STAFF WRITER

Not having been to EPCOT in
many years, I was a little weary to
go there over Labor Day weekend. My family was coming up
and I needed a park where my
mom would not constantly be
waiting at exits for the rest of us
to get off a fast ride. Through
process of elimination, plus some
of my own curiosity, it was decided that EPCOT was the place to
be.
When we first arrived, my
eyes were drawn skyward to the
giant EPCOT Ball, also known as
the ride Spaceship Earth. Fantasia
Mickey's giant arm was holding a
giant sparkling magic wand. A
red "EPCOT" sign was sparkling
so it could have rivaled Dorothy's
slippers.
Spaceship Earth was our first
destination, however with our
luck the ride stopped just as we
were about to enter. So, we
moved on to Energy. For those of
you who don't remember, this is
the ride that takes you on a journey to the Dinosaur Age. Before
you can go on, you have to watch
a 15-minute film showing windmills and oceans. As I braced
myself for torture, I was surprised
to see Ellen Degeneres. What had
she done to the windmills?
Apparently someone got smart

and made a new, more entertaining film featuring Ellen and Bill
Nye the Science Guy on an
adventure to discover where energy began. As much as I appreciated this, they took it too far when
all of a sudden Ellen is actually in
the ride fighting off a water dino.
This was very disconcerting to
me to- hear Ellen's voice while
being surrounded by dinosaurs.
After Energy, we walked
through Innovations, where the
latest in technological advancements is featured. Everything can
be ·seen here from video and virtual reality games to phones that
act as a radio.
Once we left Innovations we
headed toward Test Track. As we
walked, I noticed two rides were
missing: Motion and Horizons.
Instead were signs that stated
they were "building a better
EPCOT." At Test Track we
walked right into the indoor line
because we had gotten a Fast Pass
(which I recommend to everyone). With the Fast Pass we
received a designated time where
we can enter the ride and skip
most of the line, making the wait
15 minutes instead of 45. The line
was definitely creative. At every
turn you could see a crash test
dummy being hit in the head, the

neck or the kneecaps. The ride
starts off slow. You become the
dummy as you take hairpin turns
and stop short. For the finale, the
car zooms outside giving you the
feeling that you're in the
middle of The Fast and the
Furious.
With our hair now
· messed up, we decided to
slow it down a notch and
attempt Spaceship Earth
again. This time, we got in
with no delay. As the
lights went out and the
seats tipped back, I
relaxed while watching
Earth evolve from the
dawn of the written language all the way to WEB
cams. I actually found
myself wanting to listen to
the man in my ear telling me about
hieroglyphics.
Now that my family and I were
educated, we wanted to feed our
Imaginations. This is where my
dreams were shattered. Hold your
breath: They took away Figment!
That lovable purple winged
dinosaur that used to sing the
Imagination song is gone. He
shows up once or twice, but is
never introduced for the new comers. There is no more Imagination

song, but annoying music that goes
with an equally annoying ride that
attempts to illustrate all the things
your imagination can do, but doesn't come close to Figment. Even

the playground area at the end of
the ride has changed. What used to
be pleasantly simple is now full of
technology and computers. Still trying to recover from
Imagination, we ventured into the
Countries. Surrounding the giant
lagoon you can visit a dozen different countries without ever leaving
Orlando. Art and music abound.
Sometimes you are fortunate
enough to see some sort of performance ,if you hit a country at the

right time. I was impressed with the
Chinese balancing acrobats who
can stand on a paint can on a shelf
on a ball on a table. Each country
offers a sample of its finest cuisine
if you have a deep enough
pocket. Baked ziti in Italy
costs $15. The art the countries offer is beautiful, ranging from German cuckoo
clocks to Moroccan rugs.
The highlight of the night
came at closing time for
illuminations. Everyone surrounded the lagoon, lit only
by torches. At the stroke of
nine, all the torches went out
simultaneously. Suddenly, a
giant illuminated globe
began to spin its way into the
center of the lagoon. Each
country lit up and the globe
spun round displaying images from
all over the earth. On all sides of
me, people were in awe of the spinning globe and the amazing fireworks display that loomed overhead. Bursts of light lit the air in a
grand finale that can beat any
Fourth of July display.
When we left that night I was
exhausted. I felt older and wiser. It
wasn't the same EPCOT I had gone
to as a -child, but it was new and
exciting.

UCF's Student Radio Station

on
Campus Cable Channel 21
on your TV!

wnsc:.uc:f.edu

View a Program Schedule at:

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Aladdin's
possession
5 Envelope
attachment
1O Sunday se.ats
14 Ended
15 Atelier stand
16 Overlook
17 Tender
18 Slacken
19 Tilting tower town
20 Sugar apple
22 Indifference
24 Othello, e.g.
25 Former Russian
ruler
26 Occur
29 Financial aid
recipients
33 Mine entrances
34 Senator Lott
35 Long.
counterpart
36 Stir-fry vessels
37 Brittany port
38 Head-over-heels
39 Before, before
40 Also known as
-4-1-Citizen with a
voice
42 Abandoned
44 Abandon
45 Clio or Erato
46 Comprehends
47 Blue jeans
50 Ian Charleson
film, "_ of Fire"
54 Skater's jump
55 Turmoil
57 Stern deck
58 Sub shop
59 Customary
60 Cornell or Pound
61 Christiania, today
62 Without
adequate care
63 Moose kin
DOWN
1 Setback
2 Declare
3 Inconsequential
4 Supplants
5 Add salt
6 Small drum
7 Now!
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8 NewYork
ballplayer
9 Appealing
10 Warhol's
movement
11 Give off
12 Something
desired
13 Judge's order
21 Lower digits
23 Gasp
25 Lock
26 Turned left
27 Revere
28 Cheapskate
29 Barrier Reef
30 Lift the spirits of
31 Avid
32 Embark on
Mlnstant
37 Ecstatic
38 Joined the
grapevine
40 Grad
41 Swerve
43 Estevez of "St.
Elmo's Fire"
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Please see
answers on ·
page A-14
• No microwaves, only Fresh Cooked Food!!
44 At heavy
cost
46 Area of shallow
water
47 Board joint
48 Alimony
recipients

49 17th-century
actress Gwyn
50 Central point
51 Seep
52 Ripped
53 Practice punches
56 Dos Passos opus

• Call Ahead to order .take out!!
• Officiaf viewing spot for UCF FOOTBALL!!
Phone

~,,.

~

Grul> & l\rew.·

~~

Tr~{f/'.ry of.ttlt.t.
"''°'~
~1WV-

282-1900 · Fax 282-1905 • In the UCF Student Union
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Movie ticket buying
for the lazy
JACKIE MYERS
STAFF WRITER

•

Soon with the click of a mouse we will be
buying and printing out movie tickets in our
own home, thanks to a company called
Fandango. The days of arriving at the theatre to
discover the movie you wanted to see is soldout will be a distant memory.
By logging onto www.fandango.com movie
lovers can check show times and buy tickets in
advance, read critic's polls and movie reviews,
get complete theatre information, get mapped directions to
the theatre, enter the movie
madness sweepstakes and
personalize the. settings to
display favorite movie theatres.
Fandango has also joined
with Tellme, allowing movie
info to be obtained by calling
their toll-free number, (800) 555 -·TELL and
asking for movies. The voice command telephone service is another convenient way to
purchase advance tickets.
However, the downfall· is that the computerized system cannot always understand what
you are saying, and you get the run around. I
called up to ask for the times at the Pleasure
Island AMC for Jay and Silent Bob Strike
Back, and instead it told me what was playing
at some Regal theatre.
Printing movie tickets at home is only available for certain theatres in 13 states, but soon

the number of theatres participating will grow.
How does this work? Once the movie and show
time are selected, a ticket is printed out with a
unique bar code, which is then brought to the
theatre. Upon entering the theatre, a ticket taker
scans the bar. code with a handheld device.
Then the appropriate number of tickets bought
are instantly printed out.
So how does the Fandango website stand up
to the test? The design and
layout is uncluttered. It is
better organized than competitor MovieFone. There
are hree main sections to
the navigation menu: Buy
Tickets, Main Menu and
Search. Under the main
menu there are eight
options including News &
Gossip, Reviews and Kid Safe.
When you click on reviews, there is a chart
with the movies graded on a letter scale by top
newspaper and entertainment critics. (The
average for American Pie 2 was a C. The critics grade harder than most professors!) Click
on a movie title and it gives you a lengthy
review of the movie by the Hollywood
Reporter.
Are there movies listed that are unfamiliar?
Download a movie trailer. This site has everything for movie moguls. I give it two thumbs
up!
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NAILS Club

3050 Alafaya Trail, suite 1028, Oviedo, Fl. 3.2765 *.(407) 365-1666

( 3/4 mile North of UCF )
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In early September

Professional Facial & Nails Care
New Facility, Contemporary Pedicure Spas and facial equipment
Selected skillful & experienced Technicians

·No' holds~ BARred
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* No money to Join
*Membership privilege. Alwajrs!
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lleathll Sub

Veggie Sub

American Coldcuts

&LT.

Egg Salad

Bologna & Cheese

I

10042 University Blvd.
Orlando, Fl 32817
Tel: 407-679-2448
(1 mile west of UCF)
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STAFF WRfrER

Unlike other bars, this one is very special
to the inhabitants of the University of Centra\
Florida for three importruitreasons? location,
loc;rtion, locatioJ;l. The bar.in question"' is, of'
course~ The Liquid Ceilar. It is located just
acro§s the stre~t from ~~pus:in easy,;.St\ltll.olihg 'distance 'from many StUdent"living
facilities, both on campu~ and off. Having
live4 away from camJ:?US for a number of
yew$ now, my>'fr.e~etj~n~es
at,the
Cellar
were
•
. AA
'
•
mostly hazy arid halfway complete, but I had
the · nostalgic luck to revisit the Cellar last
Tuesday night for the social flypaper that is
$2 -Ritcb,er night.
, At first glance the bar gives the irripression that it's notterribly far off in its name
because the only private area in the alcoholic
warehouse is the bathroom. It really is just a
large open room with a bar on one end. But
upon closer inspection, you will find that the
Liquid Cellar is pretty well set up. I found
that the Cellar is good because it can facilitate all the stages of the evening. For those of
you not familiar with the science of the night
(invented solely in my own mind, of course)
it goes as follows. The first stage is the gathering stage. Friends begin arriving to the bar
eariy waiting for the whole group tb conglomerate. At this stage the core of the group
is formed, with the members finding activities to pass the waiting time. The Cellar facilitates this by offering darts and games in the
back area and pool tables in front of the now
sparsely populated bar. The second stage is
the pre-party stage. Most of the associated
members, we'll call them the •first string
stragglers', manage to wander in and are
ready to warm up the engine. This is where
the heavy drinking starts, the clacking rise to

the top of the roller-coaster track. It is also
the time that the g(Jtherers are starting to get
hungry, so.they,ordet w.nat every red-bloodep., beer-drinking American craves at a time
like this: Nachos1 The Liquid Cellar isn~t the
Etpetil of nacho-makers, bqt in a pinch they
ate, well beyond passable~ At this point the
televised sporting events or news about
sporting events is ~~uced. in volume and the
sp{\Qlcy ;pew computerized julcebox .starts to
trade m~ney for blaring ~dvertisements of the
patrons' mus:ical tastes, such as nDo you feel"
by Peter Frampton that greeted my night.
Now comes the last stage ,of the evening,
which actually is the start of the real night
This is the party stage. This is the stage
where the fringe element of your friends, and
subsequently the friends of everyone else in
the bar, are arriving and making the once
empty beer parlor into a honest-to-goodness
people packed bot spot. This is where the
alcohol consumption changes from a peripheral action to actual intent. The Liquid Cellar
is good for this stage because its open warehouse style fits in well with jam packed people all looking for the waitress to bring
another $2 jug-0-fun. There is no dancing in
the Liquid Cellar, not that it would be punished with death or anything, but it is just not
that type of place.
All in all, the Liquid Cellar is a pretty
good place for a Tuesday night if you aren't
dedicated to an early class that takes attendance the next morning. The only possible
problem is that it could easily be a hit or miss
place if a few groups decide not to come out
to play. The place could be pretty boring long
term if there isn't a big crowd to help create
the atmosphere.

..__
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much
competition
between the nominees of each category. *NSYNC swept
the awards, winning
"Viewer's
the
Choice" award, "Best
Group Video," "Best
Dance Video" and
"Best Pop Video."
Limp Bizkit picked
up the award for
"Best Rock Video,"
beating out Staind's
"It's Been A While,"
also directed by
frontman Fred Durst.
The true surprise of
the night was Fatboy
Slim, who picked up
six awards for the ·
night. This made him
the big winner for
the night.
Overall, it was a ·
boring night at the
Opera House. No
Rage Against the
Machine members
hanging
off the
backdrops, no Fred
Durst trying to get
with
Christina
Aguilera, no stripping
from
Ms.
Spears, no variety in
nominees ...
There's always
next year.

mama," Blige came out
with her usual poise
and class. Macy Gray
toddled alongside of
her, seemingly oblivious to what was going
on.
Perhaps
even
worse was her dress.
She donned a gown
that said "My New
Album Drops Sept. 18
2001" on the front and
"Buy It" on the back.
As if this wasn't tacky
enough, Gray actually
had the nerve to call
attention to it in her
usual drunken voice.
Of course, the audience
wasn't digging it, and
B lige herself looked
completely disgusted.
This from the "Best
New Artist" of 2000?
Someone isn't taking
her honor seriously.
Other presenters for
the night included
DMX (who broke his
two-year record of not
showip.g up), the ladies
of "Lady Marmalade,"
Busta Rhymes, Bon
Jovi, Jewel and all five
members
of
the
Backstreet Boys.
There wasn't that

AMANDA ANCES
. STAFF WEITER

In a message in the front cover of Superhero, Brian
McKnight explains how he sttjves to possess superhero~lik.e
qualities. He presents this album to the listener as an example of the man he hopes to be.
Unlike McKnight's previous albums, Superhero includes
a prelude. This instrumental rssembles the sounds of a superhero cartoon. It begins with the sound of rustling wind and
slowly works up to a strong orchestral piece, indicating danger. The music fluctuates from fast to slow signifying trouble
and success, respectively, Tile work en:ds on a trim;nphant .
note as the superhero saves the day.
The album immediately begins with that unmist:ikable
McKnight sound on "When You Want to Come." The vocals
are full of emotion anfi the music is pure rhythm and blues.
"Love of My Life,"
the first single off
Superhero, gives listeners an unexpected sound.
Different from most of
McKnight's work, this.
song is more reminiscent
of classic Motown. It
gives an example of the
diversity that one will
find on Superhero.
McKnight collaborates with *NSYNC's
Justin Timberlake on
"My Kind of GirL" The tight harmonies and thoughtful lyrics
create an amazing track. Timberlake and McKnight's voices
and styles compliment each other nicely. Listeners can hear
an enjoyable blend of pop and R&B. "My Kind of Girl" will
be a favorite among fans of both music genres.

CONTINUED ON Page A-:15

And the Maanmen went ta ...
•Video of the Year

• Best Pop Video

Christina Aguilera, Lil' Kim, Mya,
Pink f/ Missy "Misdemeanor"
Elliott
Lady Marmalade
•Best Hip-Hop Video
Outkast
Ms. Jackson
• Best Direction in a Video
Fatboy Slim
Weapon of Choice
Director: Spike Jonze
• Best Dance Video
*NSYNC

*NSYNC
Pop
• Best Video From a Film
Christina Aguilera, Lil' Kim, Mya,
Pink f/ Missy "Misdemeanor"

Elliott
Lady Marmalade
• Best Choreography

• Best Rock Video

Fatboy Slim
Weapon of Choice
Choreographer: . Spike Jonze,
Michael Rooney and Christopher
Walken
• Best Special Effects
Robbie Williams
RockDJ
Special Effects: Carter White FX,
Audio Motion and Clear Post
Production
• Best Art Direction
Fatboy Stirn
Weapon of Choice
Art Director: Val Wilt
• Best Editing
Fatboy Slim
Weapon of Choice
Editor: Eric Zumbruhnen
• Best Cinematography
Fatboy Slim
Weapon of Choice
Director of Photography: Lance
Acord
• Best Breakthrough Video
Fatboy Stirn
Weapon of Choice
• Viewer's Choice

Limp Bizkit
Rollin

Pop

Pop
• Best Male Video

Moby f/ Gwen Stefani
South Side
• Best Female Video
Eve f/ Gwen Stefani
Let Me Blow Ya· Mind .
• Be.s t Video New Artist
Alicia Keys
Fallin
• Best Video MTV2
Mudvayne
Dig
• Best Group Video
*NSYNC
Pop
• Best R&B Video ·
Destiny's Child
Survivor
• Best Rap Video
Nelly

Ride Wit Me

*NSYNC ,
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plot to overthrow the king instigated by
Febre under the influence of Richelieu.
There is also a romance between
D' Artagnan and chambermaid Constance

(Mena Suvari), which also serves as some
of the most laughable scenes in the film.
Meet a girl and within a couple days if you
keep calling her beautiful then you've got it
made. Does this actually work?
The acting ranges from tolerable to
downright bad. First of all, it seems
everyone in Europe has an English
accent. The Russians in Enemy at
the Gates had them courtesy of Jude
Law and Rachel Weisz, so not to be
outdone, the filmmakers of The
Musketeer cast a bunch of English
actors to play French characters.
The results are keenly obvious,
especially with Nick Moran who
,~ plays Aramis. His British accent is

•

•

as thicker than the actor who is supposed to the action in this movie, which is the
playing a British duke. As far as the two alleged selling point, is not very good. The
leads, Justin Chambers and Mena Suvari, editing in the action scenes is too quick, ~e
they have no accent whatsoever because of camera is too jerky and it is too dark in
their American roots no doubt. This would- most scenes to see anything that is going
n't be so bad if anyone here could act at all. on. Did he kill that guy or just hit him?
Justin Chambers has the whole "Dawson's Only the director knows for sure. The closCreek" look down pat, but.sounds like he is est thing to compare it to would be the
reading lines off a cue card. Mena Suvari is opening battle in Gladiator. Only then it
no Meryl Streep and also comes off looking made sense for the cuts to be so hectic for it
so much like a porcelain doll that it seems was a huge, chaotic batt~e. Here it is not
at any moment she might break.
needed if the character is fighting just two
Sometimes, however, it is hard to gauge or three guys. Also, the action borders on
exactly how good or bad the actors are fantastical; it is just laughable. Sure, there
because they simply don't have anything should be some sort of suspension of belief
good to work with. The writer, Gene when making a film, but then again too
Quintano, brought us such greats as Police much of anything is bad. For example, in ·
_ Academy 3, Operation one scene D' Artagnan jumps ·from one
Dumbo Drop and the Jean- horse to another, but the distance is about
Claude Van Damme crap- 20 feet but somehow he jumps and lands
fest Sudden Death. That safely anyway.
shows you the quality of diaThe question may be posed: is anything
logue you are getting from redeemable about this movie? The answer
this film.
to that is not really. Tim Roth and Stephen
Some may be saying, "Well . Rea, both talented actors, are all right given
I'm not going to see it for the the material. Other than that, however, there
plot, acting or dialogue, I is no reason to see this movie. Don't watch
want to see the action!" Well, it on HBO, don't rent it and certainly do not
hate to break it to you, but spend $6 on it in the theatre.
~e
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osa -uc-r.edu
Campus
Activities Board
Office of Student Activities

Free Speaker/Concert Series

Free Advance Screening

"Do Your Own Thing Tour"

"The Journey"

Eric Saperston & Spensor Rush
"Story of a search for meaning"
Thurs, Sept. 20th @ 7:30pm
Pegasus Ballroom, SU

Free Comedian

For more information on
our events contact the
Office of Student Activities
at (407) 823-6471
or SU room 208
Printable event calendars
arta information available
on the web!
osa. ucf.edu

••

Funded by the Activity and Service Fee as allocated
by the StudenrGovernment Association

Camous Rctiuities
•

"Comedy Knight"
Tuesday Knight Live Comedian

Tim Young
Tues, Sept. 18 @ 8pm
Wackadoo's (formerly Locos), SU

Free Movie

"Get a Clue Knight"
CAB Cinema Presents:
"Clue"
And the Largest Interactive Board Game.
Wed, Sept. 19th @ 8pm
Cape Florida Ballroom, Student Union

A film on Saperston's Journey
Wed, Sept 26 @ 9pm
Cape Florida Ballroom, SU
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TV's Video Music Awards were a consistent with Britney's more bubblegumpainfully average watch this year. coated songs and actually closer to Missy
For the one of the· first times in Elliott's "Get Ur Freak On." Perhaps her
their history, we found ourselves looking at music is finally catching up with her image.
What didn't change with this perforour watches 1 wondering how much
mance were the incredible
longer it could go on. No surmoves pulled off by
prises ; practically no variSpears - with the help
ety in nominees , few
of her choreogranote-worthy perfor-.
pher, of course mances ... has
and, sadly, the
MTV lost their
lip-synching.
edge?
Oh ,
An
there were a
example of
few bright
one of the
spots, such
perforas Andy's
mances
Dick's
that made
impresus
want to
sion
of
press fast
"Daphne
forward
Aguilera,"
was
Jay- .
Julia Stiles
Z's
set.
The
and
Chris
Queens
Kattan's internative
once
pretive dances
again attended
and even a few
the VMAs, perperformances that
forming his new sinshot off sparks, but
KIM LINJ;>QUIST
gle "H to the IZ-0." The
these moments didn't save
STAFF WRITER
segment opened with a group
the program from being just
of basketball players dribbling balls to
another installment in MTV's history.
. If there's one thing to always remember the beat of the song. Jay-Z himself appeared
about each . VMAs, it's the performances. in a Chicago Bull's jersey. The set was
However, the performances of this year's decent, but the song was annoying and unbeVMAs were not nearly as shocking as last lievably repetitive, which all of you can ·
year's. For example, Britney Spears' spot last understand jf you have heard it on the radio. ·
year was enough to make audiences blush. Jay-Z also gathered a group of kids to dance
One angry audience member even comment- with the music, much like what they did in
ed with "There were two things missing from "Hard Knock Life." Come on guys, these kids
Britney's performance at the 2000 VMAs: are so young they don't even know what "H
live vocals and a pole." Well, this year ... to the IZ-0" means. Oh wait...neither do we . .
Oops! She did not do it again. Instead, This performance was not really worth
Britney opted for a more adult set with an watching or remembering.
*NSYNC's performance was - as much as
African jungle theme for her new song ,
"Slave For You ." Big surprise, folks: This is the non-mainstreamers hate to admit - speca good song, and not good as in catchy, fun. tacular. Granted, the song's been played out,
and targeted to pre-pubescent girls showing and "Pop's" caffeine high is over: However,
off their midriffs. The beat and tempo are not Lance, J.C., Chris, Joey and Justin took the

M

DAVID TAYLOR
STAFF WRITER

t of things look good when put
n paper. Take communism for
stance~ upon first glance the
idea of classless equality sounds good, but
in practice the factors of greed and power
make it an entirely different animal.
Likewise, the concept of making a contemporary version of The Three
Musketeers, Alexandre Dumas's literary
classic, with l! young cast and Hong Kong
stunts may seemed have cool and original
at the time. Unfortunately, the :finished
product titled The Musketeer is far from a
cinematic masterpiece. This is largely due
to the fact that the film fails in almost
every area that makes a movie worth seeing.
The plot is boring and uninspired, plus
it has almost nothing to do with the book.
The film opens with our hero D' Artagnan
as a young boy who witnesses his parents'
murder at the hands of evil tax collector
Febre (Tim Roth). D' Artagnan swears to

avenge their death and become a musketeer, and after one of the worst title
sequences in film history, the film reopens
after fourteen years have past. Apparently
in France once you get to be a'certain age
you never look any older because in the
fourteen years broken up by the title
sequence (which would age anyone with
fright)
only
D' Artagnan
(Justin
Chambers) has aged. It must be something
in the croissants. D' Artagnan makes his
way to Paris in order to become a musketeer, stopping along the way to beat up
some stunt men in a lame Hong Kong
inspired action scene. In Paris there is a
power struggle going on between Cardinal
Richelieu, head of the Catholic Church,
and the king Louis X:Ill Having been promoted from tax collector, Febre is now the
Cardinal's right hand man, thus performing all of the church's dirty work.
D' Artagnan meets the rest of the musketeers, including Athos, Porthos and Aramis
from the book. Eventually they discover a

CONTINUED ON Page A-19

stage and actually outdid last year's
performance of "Bye Bye Bye/It's
Gonna Be Me." Pop icons and comic
strips adorned the stage while the·
guys wore neon colored suits.
Sounds lame, but the effect was as if
the audience was watching a live
and moving Andy Warhol painting.
Just as the heavily choreographed
dance was ending, an Etch-A-Sketch
came to life in the background, and
suddenly, the Kiffg of Pop himself
appeared: Michael Jackson. He didn't sing his new single, "You Rock
My World," but still wowed the
audience with his classic dance
moves. If th.ere was any doubt that
Jackson was off the scene and just a
memory of old-school pop, it has
now disappeared. Jackson and
*NSYNC both got standing ovations.
For those representing the
rock music crowd, you would have
loved Lin.kin Park's performance of
"One Step Closer." The energy level
was explosive, and no other performance that night got the crowd moving quite like this one. The screaming was in tune; the musicians were
rowdy ... all the nec~ssary ingredients were there for Linkin Park's
christening into VMA history.
Other performances that night
, included Missy Elliot with Ludacris
and Nelly Furtado, Alicia Keys,
Jennifer Lopez and Ja Rule and U2.
Between the performances, there
were the presenters. This was the
below-average element of the 2001
VMAs. It was all about pointless
dribble and shameless promoting.
The most volatile combination of
these presenters was Mary J. Blige,
Nelly and Macy Gray. Introduced by
Jamie Foxx as "my future baby's

CONTINUED ON Page A-18
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Women's soccer
returns a number
of key players for
2001 season

COMMENTARY

UCF

HEATHER PAGLIARA
STAFF WRITER

The UCF ·women's soccer
team is expected to make a state:.
merit this season.
The team was already voted
second place with 111 points in
the 2001 Atlantic Sun preseason
soccer poll, and received three
first-place votes. The top six regular season finishers will advance
to the 2001 Atlantic Sun women's
soccer championship, which will
be held on Nov. 8-10 on UCF's
campus. The winner will earn the
A-Sun 's automatic bid to _the
NCAA Tournament.
"My expectations for the
upcoming season are high," said
Coach Amanda Cromwell. "I feel
- like we have something to prove
after last year. We have the talent
to win the conference championship, but we have to jell as a
team."
Cromwell is the team's head
coach, and the assistants are
Matthew Dillon, Donna Fishter
and Michelle Akers. The team is
composed of four seniors, nine
juniors, six sophomores and three
freshmen. There are nine starters
returning from the 2000 team and
18 players who earned letters last
season. Senior strikers Michelle
Anderson and Jackie Kutudis will
lead the team this year. Anderson
earned first-team Atlantic Sun
Conference honors last season
after enjoying a fine year with 12
goals and six assists for 30 total
points. She also received AllToumament honors this year for
the UCF Invitational. Kutudis put
up impressive numbers in 2000,
scoring five goals and dishing out
three assists, earn the A-Sun
Offensive Player of the week
award once.
Returning to the back line ·
are seniors Sarah Pharr Leathers
and Noelle Brown. Despite only
playing 14 games in 1999,
Leathers was named to the AllConference Third Team. Brown
played in all 20 games last season, and will be looked upon to
mark
the
qpponent's
attacking
speed threat.
The juniors
are expected
to play major
roles
this
season also,
such
as
defender
King
Jackie
VanLooven, who bas started
every game since Purdue in 1998.
Another contributor, Amanda

ANDERSON, Page B-8

DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

Strµggling
offense needs a
shot in the arm
I
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After a rough start, UCF football return~ home
this week to play Louisiana-Lafayette
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

Sometimes-there's nowhere to go but up.
That's the cold reality Louisiana-Lafayette ·
faces this season. After a dismal 1-10 2000 and
only three wins in two seasons under Head
Coach Jerry Baldwin, the Ragin' Cajuns hope to
start building up their program and compete in
the Sun Belt conference.
Their 2001 campaign began with a promising start, as they dominated Nicholls State 20-0
in their season opener. Of course Nicholls State
is coming off a 1-10 season as well, but the
Cajun's first shutout in nearly seven years could
indicate a slightly smoother road ahead.
The defense will be the key if the Cajuns
are to turn their fortunes around. In shutting
down Nicholls State, the unit yielded a paltry
57 yards, eclipsing a 30-year-old team record.
Though they gave up over 32 points per game
last season, they have returned 10 of their 11
starters.
The front l_ine is led by defensive end
Derrick Marshall. The senior tied for the team
lead with seven sacks. He's joined by fellow
PHOTO BY DAVID MAltsTERS
upperclassmen Charley Smith and Chris
UCF starting quarterba~ Ryan Schneider has struggled
Gistorb, while undersized sophomore Daniel
with his accuracy this season and will need to improve
Taylor mans the other end position. Junior
if
the Golden Knights plan on getting back on track for
Walter Simpson, who tied Marshall for the sack
lead, is sure to see plenty of time on passing a winning season.
downs as well.
Nicholls State did something rarely seen in
The linebacking corps is the lone area on a football game: they didn't catch a pass. Much
defense without a starting senior. Instead, two credit has to go to the Cajun's defensive backjuniors, Ross Br_!lpbacher and Ricky Calais, and field, led by Kyries Herbert and Charles
a sophomore, Antonio Floyd, fill the three posi- Tillman. These two were the defensive stars of
tions. Calais, a local product, led the group in the team last year. Herbert, a senior free safety,
tackles (43) and sacks (3). They do have one
senior, Kiante Venible, off the bench.
CAJUNS, Page B-2

'

It has been a long, long
time since the UCF football
team's defense was better than
its offense.
Ever since the Golden
Knights entered Division I-A
in 1996, the team bas been
known much more for its
offensive prowess than its
defensive
abilities. .Even
though UCF has only beaten
one big-name opponent, the
complicated pasging scheme
of Coach Mike Kruczek bas
caused fits and given scares to
countless other major conference foes. Based on recent history, if the Golden Knights
were going pull an upset, it
would be in a shootout - not a
shutout.
Now, the Golden Knight
offense, a Kruczek-designed
system that bas worked for all
different styles of quarterback;
just can't seem to find a way to
score. In the first game of the
season against Clemson, UCF
did ·not throw a touchdown
pass for the first time in 20
games. Against Syracuse, the
only touchdown came on a
lucky play, a Hail Mary from
backup QB Brian Miller at the
end of the first half. Starter
Ryan Schneider, who threw for
multiple scores in each of his
seven starts last season, has
yet to find a receiver in the
endzone this year. Instead, the
defense has been keeping the
Golden Knights in games,
holding two quality opponents
to just 21 points apiece.
Something just doesn't
add up.
The lack of touchdowns
hasn't been for a lack of moving the football. UCF outgained Clemson 328-292 and
racked up 353 yards of total
offense against Syracuse, who
is always known for having a
very good defense. Ten times
this season, the Golden
Knights have had the ball in
their opponent's territory and
not come away with any
points. Interceptions, fumbles,
dropped passes - you name it,
it has prevented UCF from
scoring. Two times against

INEXPERIENCED, Pa~e B-5
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Cajuns hope experience on defense leads to more wins
FROM PAGE

B-1

intercepted three passes last year and
recorded a team-leading 88 tackles.
Tillman was definitely the team's most
versatile player, as the junior cornerback
had six picks, 64 tackles and two sacks.
He also topped the team with three
forced fumbles. They start next to
seniors Brad Franklin and Peter Villia,
respectively.
On the offensive side of the ball, the
Cajun's are trying to build a well-balanced attack. But they do so missing
both their leading rusher and passer
from last season. At quarterback, sophomore Jon Van Cleave takes full control
of the offensive after splitting time
under center with Lance Domec in 2000.
Van Cleave completed just 46 percent of
his passes while tossing seven touchdowns and five interceptions last season.
Against Nicholls State, he was fairly
efficient; completing 12 of 26 passes
without a pick.
In that game, the biggest day offensively belonged to running back Jerome
Coleman. The junior ran for 108 yards
and scored the game's only two touchdowns. Like Van Cleave, he's taken over
the full-time job. He ran for 495 yards
on 114 carries and four touchdowns
while sharing touches with Darren
Brister.
The Cajuns start a three wide
receiver set, with Marcus Wilridge,
Frederick Stamps and Nick Dugas.
Wilridge was the team's top receiver last
year with 38 catches and had a great day
against NSU, catching four passes for
107 yards. Stamps and Dugas are both
taking over their starting spots and need
to solidify themselves in those positions.

Both caught three passes in the opener.
Tight end is relatively inexperienced
with sophomore Josh Joerg being
backed up by freshmen Lawrence
Johnson.
Senior guard Garrett Charkalis
anchors an offensive line with a mix of
youth and experience. Sophomore
D' Anthony Batiste starts at the opposite
guard, while junior Jonathan Raush and
sophomore Marques Smith open at the
· tackles. Junior Josh Newton starts at
center. With a group of sophomores and
freshmen behind them, depth could be a
problem.
Special teams were truly special for
the Cajun's in the opening week, as
placekicker/punter Jonathon Knott was
named Sun Belt Conference Special
Teams Player of the Week. He hit two
field goals in the game after the team
only got three all of last season, and
averaged 39 yards on five punts. Knott
is a junior-college transfer in his first
year handling these duties at ULLafayette and gives them a powerful leg
to improve both areas. As for the return
game, the three receivers· handle the
duties.
While the Cajun's win against
Nicholls State was clearly impressive,
it's hardly a solid indication of where
they' re at. Their experience on defense
should help build some cohesion, as
should a little more stability at the offensive skill positions. Knott gives them a
valuable special teams weapon that
should help both sides of the ball. They
still have a long way to go before
becoming a competitive team, but
they've already matched their win total
from last year and could certainly have a
enough on the field to notch a few more.

PHOTO BY DAVID MARSTERS

Senior Willie Davis and the UCF linebackers have been a strength of the team this year and
should have another big game Saturday.

Defensive tackle Jake McKibben (left),
defensive end Elton Patterson (middle)
and linebacker Tito Rodriguez (right)
helped the UCF defense keep the Golden
Knights in the game, but eventually,
Syracuse wore them down and scored
14 unanswered points in the second half
to win it, 21-10.
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UCF 2001
fOOTBAll SCHEDUlE
Date

Opponent

9/1

at Clemson

L,21-13

9/8

at Syracuse

L, 21-10

9/15

UL-Lafayette

6:00

9122

at Tulane

3:30

9129

at Virginia Tech

1:00

10/6

UAB

6:00
6:00

10/20 UL-Monroe (HC)

4:00

10/27 at Utah State

5:00

11/3

6:00

11/10 at Arkansas

~------------------------------------------------------------~
1
·
r--~----,r-------,~

Time

10/13 Liberty

Akron

:r------------------------------------------------------------~
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL Bring Us Any Written Estimate and We'll Save You Money! :

2:00

----------------------~
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Vollevball
Notebook

·Try our NEW Mahi-Mah.i
Fish Sandwic~ , .·. $L9'l\
fiRIWD OR Bl.ACKENED 'Otill

u

JOE MANZO
STAFF WRITER

UCF goes 2-1 at Furman Tournament

"

6oz Fille~ on a fresh. Kaiser with lettuce, tomato~ fries &pickle

• ~o microwaves, only Fresh Cooked- Food!!
• Call Ahead to order take out!!

~

• Official viewing spot for UCF FOOTBALL!!
Phone

~- Oml> & llrew ~~
-.~~,,,,.,
.iftlt. __..~\i~
•.11 of ~Vf~

282-1900 •-Fax 282-1905-• In the UCF Student Union

The UCF volleyball team continues to play well. After
going 2-1 in last week's home tournament, the Golden Knights
went 2-1 at the Furman Invitational at Timmons Arena in
Greenville, South Carolina.
UCF lost 3-0 to Furman in the. Championship Match on
Saturday evening, lowering their record to 4-2. The win was
Furman' s first in four tries against the Golden. Knights, with
the last match dating back to '1993.
In the first match of the tournament, the Golden Knights
beat Charleston Southern 3-0 (30-16, 30-13, 30-13) in just 54
minutes,
which
equaled UCF's· fastest
match last year against
Jacksonville. Sante led
the team in kills with
19 and hit .496. Junior
Cassy Kerner was second with 14 kills.
Senior Piper Morgan
had
nine
blocks,
including four solos,
tying her for fifth place
for most solo blocks in
. a match. Sophomore
Lindsey Whalen had 12
digs and sophomore
Jenny Frank added 21
assists.
The second match
was .almost as short as
the first. UCF beat Gardner-Webb 3-0 (30-17, 30-18, 30-11 ) ill
only 57 minutes. Sante and Kerner again led the team in kills
with 15 each. Kerner al~ had 12 digs, which was second on
the team behind Whalen's 14. Morgan .had 14 kills to go with
her five blocks and six digs. Frank had 27 assists and juni01
Becca Saldana, who is second in school history in career
assists, had 13.
With the 1oss, Gardner-Webb, which will join the Atlanti c.
Sun next year, drops to 1-5.

The 6olden
Knights beat
Charleston
Southern in just
54 minutes,
which equaled
IJCF's fastest
match last\year.

Sante, Kerner named to All-Tournament Team

.

.

\

the Best of ALL

PORK

BUSTER
DEAL
One JUMBO Pork Sandwich
with one of our home cookin' style side items
• Potato salad
• Brunswick stew
• Baked beans
• Coleslaw
• Collard Greens
• Corn
• Smoked potatoes
• Sweet potatoes
• Chicken Caesar Salad

and a Large Soft Drink or Iced Tea
Located exactly 5 miles from the campus
in the Uni-Gold Shopping Center
next to Tijauna Flats

Conway's BBQ Express
7622 University Blvd. • Winter Park, FL 32792
Phone:

401.618.5594

Sante and Kerner were named to the Furman In vitational
All-Tournament Team, marking the first time Kerner has made
an all-tournament team. Sante was named to the Second Tean
Atlantic Sun, Atlantic Sun All-Freshmen Te am, and the
Atlantic Sun All-Tournament Team last year, as well as being
named TAAC Player of the Week once last year.

Frank gets more time
Setters Frank and Saldana were both key members of last
year's team'. However, Coach Meg Colado switched from a 62 to a 5-1 this year, meaning only orie setter will be on the
court at a time. So far, Frank, who is a year younger then
Saldana, has received most of the playing time.
Frank, who ranks sixth in career assists, has played in 16
· of UCF's 17 games and has 173 assists, while Saldana has
played in just seven games and has 23 assists.
Last year, Frank led the team with 721 assists, averaging
7 .36 per game. Saldana, who .was hampered by injuries for part of the season, had 613 assists for a 7.13 average. As a freshman in '99, Saldana average over 12 assists per game.

Knights travel to Wisconsin
UCF will play at the InnTower Invitational hosted by
Wisconsin next weekend where they will take on Duke,
Wisconsin and Cincinnati.
Wisconsin was 33-5 last year and lost to Nebraska 3-2 in
the National Championship Match. Wisconsin's best players
retuned this season. UCF's only previous game against
Wisconsin came in '97, when the Golden Knights lost 3-0.
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Soccer Notebook
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

UCF .women lose to Miami
Amanda King scored UCF's lone
goal as the women 's soccer team lost to
the University of Miami Friday, 4-1. •
UCF.Coach Amanda Cromwell said
the two goals the Hurricanes scored in
the first half were executed perfectly.
She said the defensive players were
there, but the pressure was not.
King cut the lead to one with a shot
from 15 yards out with less than three
minutes to play in the first half. in the
second half, Cromwell said the Golden
Knights came out and maintained possession of the ball for the first 15 to 20
minutes.
Miami scored a goal on a .penalty
kick at the 65: 16 mark which "took the
wind out of their sails," according to
Cromwell. She said the last goal was
due to defensive errors.
"I had mixed feelings about the
game," Cromwell said. "We started off
well. For the first 15 to 20 minutes we
had possession of the ball and we were
in the game."
She said the team was not focused
for the full 90 minutes, but she did find
hope in the performance.
_ "There were glimpses of great soccer," Cromwell said.

There were
glimpses of great
soccer [against
Miami].

games, starting one. Maria Banuls
played in eight and started seven, while
Kuhlman played in eight, starting six.
Cromwell said Lewis could play,
but she wants to keep some consistency.
She said that the switching back and
forth between goalies did not help the
team last year.
So far this season Kuhlman has
recorded two shutouts. Cromwell said
Kuhlman's punt distribution is good and
that overall she has played well.

Men win in overtime

-AMANDA
CROMWELL,

Chris Beaulac scored 3:40 into
overtime to lead UCF over Centenary
UCFWOMEN'S
College, 2-1.
SOCCER
Daniel Berhane scored the Golden
COACH
Knights' other goal on a penalty kick in
the first half. Berhane has scored in each
of UCF's first three games this season.
UCF goalkeeper Juuso Heikurainen
had five saves and the Golden Knights
outshot Centenary 21-16.
Kuhlman at keeper
Berhane is missing link
Following l~st year's musical goalie
The men's soccer team appears to
routine, Cromwell has found her starter
have found the missing piece of the puz.in junior Jessica Kuhlman.
Last season the Golden Knights zle.
After struggling with a 2-14-3
used four different goalies. Carol Lewis,
who started the season as fourth on the record last year, the Golden Knights
depth chart, ended the season as the have gotten off to a 3-0 start through
starting goalie. She played in eight- Saturday and Berhane has scored in
each game.
games, starting six.
Berhane is a sophomore forward
Amanda Coble played in three

who transferred to UCF this year from
Harris-Stowe State College. Head
Coach Bob Winch said UCF actively
recruited Berhane to come over from his
hometown of Stockholm, Sweden, two
years ago, but it lost him through the
Clearing House.
"We thought we'd have him last
year, but we weren't able to get him, and
we weren't able to replace him," Winch
said. "That really hurt us last year."
From the time Berhane arrived at
UCF, Winch expected him to be an
active part of the offense, and so far he
has. Berhane has scored four goals in
three games and has one assist.
"Right now Daniel's the only
proven goal scorer we have," Winch
said.
From 1994 to 1997, Berhane was
member of the Swedish National Youth
Team. He played in 27 games and
scored 17 goals.
~

Men's soccer rediscovers
winning ways
The men's soccer team has already
surpassed last year's win total in its-first
three games. Last season's 2-14-3 mark
was the team's first losing record since
1995.
"Last year seemed like an eternity,"
Winch said. "Nine games in felt like we
were nine years in."

•

If you love brainstorming because it feels like an athletic event,
we'll introduce you to some Olympians.

Microsoft Company Presentation
Sponsored by ACM
Monday, S~ptember 17 at 7:00 pm
Pegasus Ballroom DE
Free Food and Great Prizes!
Bring your resume if interested in full-time
or internship positions.
www.microsoft.com/college
Microsoft is an equal opportonity employer and supports workplace Cliversity. © 2000 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Inexperienced receiving corps leads to futility for UCF passing game
B-1

taught
him how
run
Syracuse, Schneider overthrew to
a wide-open Jimmy Fryzel on routes. In
post routes that would have Kruczek's
gone for touchdowns. It seems complilike every time the Golden cated
Knight offense crosses mid- passing
system,
field, something bad happens.
~
Many factors have con- which
Fryzel
a
tributed to this offensive futili- takes
ty, and the good news is they long time to learn, this -is
• are all correctable. UCF opened hardly the ideal situation.
Right now, the receivers
the season against two very
just
don't know the system well
tough te(,lms, and played a number of first-time players in enough, and it takes precise
• doing so - especially at the wide execution for UCF's offense to
receiver position. Not a single be effective. Last season, Tyson
receiver on the UCF roster has Hinshaw ran routes and knew
been counted on to be the "go- the offense perhaps better than
. to" pass catcher for the Golden any receiver iri school history,
Knights before. . Fryzel and and Kenny Clark had been in
Tavirus Davis have seen the the system for five years. This
most playing time of the group, year, the lack of experience at
but the two combined to start the receiver position has been
• just one game last season. Thad brutally evident. Kruczek has
Ward and Jimmy Johnson have indicated that his receivers are
only seen spot duty in the past, constantly running the wrong
~ Luther Huggins and Tavaris · routes, and it is probably safe to
Capers are redshirt freshman, say that the large amount of
and Doug Gabriel came from a dropped balls has been in part
junior college where they never due to receivers forgetting to
FROM PAGE

Golden
Knights,
this week's
opponent
is NCAA
cellardweller
LouisianaLafayette.

Ward

Davis

focus on catching the ball
because they were wondering if
they were in the right spot.
To add to this, Schneider
has been suffering from tendonitis in his throwing elbow
and has been uncharacteristically off target with a lot of his
passes. He claims he is fine, but
even Kruczek said after the
Syracuse game that he thought
Schneider's struggles were
related to his arm injury. And
the offensive line is playing
with three new starters this season, which has resulted in some
breakdowns in protection and.
less time for Schneider to
throw.
All of these problems can
b~ fixed, and fortunately for the

Johnson The Ragin'
Cajuns are
the perfect prescription for a
struggling offense - they went
1-10 last season and probably
couldn't even prevent an intramural team from scoring.
Playing against a defense that
weak should allow for some
leeway in the execution department, and putting a lot of points
on the board should give UCF
confidence heading into backto-back road trips to Tulane and
Virginia Tech. This week's
game should provide some
valuable experience in scoring
and winning for the plethora of
inexperienced starters on the
offensive side of the football.
The Golden Knight defense
has played very well in the past
few weeks, ~onsidering that the

offense hasn't given them much
rest by embarking on any sustained drives. This is a tribute to
the strength and conditioning of
UCF's defensive players, but it
is something that simply can't
continue all season. Any
defense that is constantly
depended upon to keep a team
in games is going to get worn
out at some point.
If UCF is to recover from
the 0-2 start and make this a
successful season, the offense is
going to have to start scoring
points. Kruczek isn't going to
change his system just because
a few people aren't executing it
correctly, so forget about any
simplification. The Golden
Knights are going to have to
start catching the ball and stop
making mistakes inside opponent territory, and the inexperienced offensive players are
going to have to spend the extra
time it takes to really learn the
system. Something has got to
change.
Because Hail Mary passes
just aren't going to cut it for an
11-game season.

For more of David Marsters' opinion columns, log on to
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Show your UCF spirit - -

Hail Mary hero

"

Wear black and gold
to the game Saturday

UCF vs La.Lafayette

Check out the LOW prices on
clothing styles at
BOOKSTORE
(behind Applebee's)

where you always save on textbooks
and all your clothing needs !

PHOTO BY DAVID MARSTERS

UCF wide receiver Doug Gabriel caught his first touchdown as a
Golden Knight on a Hail Mary pass at the end of the first half against
Syracuse. UCF backup quarterback Brian Miller, who has a stronger
arm than starter Ryan Schneider, launched a 56-yard bomb, which
Gabriel caught and took into the endzone.
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Schneider - 9 for 26, 140 yards
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Haynes - 20 carries, 107 yards
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Fryzel - 3 catches, 63 yards

just have to go out there and get a win."
Haynes also caught one pass for 14
yards, which gave UCF a first down on a
second-and-12 situation.

Alex Haynes
The redshirt freshman
running back gained
107 yards on 20 carries and caught one
pass for 14 yards. It
was the first 100-yard
game by a UCF running back since 1999.

Defonsiue Player of' the Week

Travis Fisher
_The senior cornerback
had seven tackles, one
pass deflection and
one interception. He
returned the interception 26 yards to set up
UCF's only touchdown of the game.

PHOTO BY DAVID MARSTERS

The UCF. offense struggled to score any points against Syracuse, getting its only touchdown
· on a Had Mary pass from backup quarterback Brian Miller to wide receiver Doug Gabriel at
the end of the first half.

LW...,,_

38
Percentage of passes completed by UCF
quarterbacks Ryan Schneider and Brian
Miller. Schneider was a dismal nine-of26, while Miller was four-of-eight.

13
Number of tackles for lost yardage by the
UCF defense, resulting in a total loss of 25
yards for the Syracuse offense.

205
Number of rushing yards by Syracuse in
the game. The Orangemen held the ball
for 34:39, compared to 25:21 for UCF.

1
Number of touchdown passes by the UCF
offense this year. The Golden Knights
only touchdown through the air in 2001
came on a Hail Mary at the end of the first
half against Syracuse.

35,938
Number of people that attended the game.
It was the smallest crowd to see a
Syracuse home opener since 1991, when
35,541 people showed up to see the
Orangemen beat Vanderbilt 37-10.

Big day for Haynes
In just his second collegiate game,
redshirt freshman running back Alex
Haynes rushed for over 100 yards, gaining
107 yards on 20 carries. It was the first
100-yard rushing game by a UCF running
back since Eddie Mack did it against
Nicholls State on October 16, 1999. Five
of his runs went for 10 yards or more, and
six resulted in first downs for the Golden
Knights.
·
"It feels good, just to get that off my
back," Haynes said. "The line did great.
They opened up a lot of holes and made it
easy for me to just read and all I had to do
was just get through the line and deal with
the linebackers and the secondary. Now we

PHOTO BY DAVID MARSTERS

Backup quarterback Brian Miller had to fill in
for an injured Ryan Schneider several times
during Saturday's loss to Syracuse. ft'iller
finished the game four-of-eight for 118
yards, one touchdown and one interception.

Syracuse running game,
.c~amps re~der UCF helpless
DAVID MARSTERS
- STAFF WRII'ER

SYRACUSE, N.Y. - A miracle Hail
Mary pass got UCF back into the game at
the end of the first half. Mistakes and
jnjuries ia the second half took the Golden
Knights right back out of it.
After taking a l 0-7 halftime lead on a
Hail Mary from backup quarterback Brian
Miller .to Doug Gabriel with no time left
on the clock, UCF failed to get anywhere
· near the endzone in the second half, and
Syracuse scored 14 unanswered points to
win its home-opener. 21-10.
Syracuse scored a touchdown on. its
first drive of the game, and UCF answered
with a field goal _on the next possession.
Neither team was able to mount a serious ~
scoring threat for the rest of the first half
until SU quarterback Troy Nunes w~
intercepted by UCF cornerback: Travis
Fisher near midfield with 17 seconds left
in the second quarter. After a false start
penalty and two incompletions by Golden
Knight quarterback Ryan Schneider,
Coach Mike Kruczek sent Miller, who has
a stronger arm than Schneider, into the
game. With no time left on the clock,
. Miller · let loose with a 56-yard bomb,
which came down into the hands of
Gabriel, who then waltzed into the endzone untouched.
·That, however, would be ihe extent of
UCF's offensive effort for the day.
Even with the momentum and the ball
. coming out of halftime, the Golden
Knights were unable to extend their lead.
Syracuse replaced Nunes, who had been
ineffective, with backup R.J. Anderson,
who proceeded to lead the Orangemen to
touchdowns on their first two possessions
of the. second half. Both scoring drives
emphasized the running game, as Syracuse
abandoned its unsuccessful attempts to
pass the ball in the first half.
. . ''The thing that I fear playing against
very physical football teams is that they're
going to come out and make up their
minds to thump you," Kruczek said. "And
that's exactly what they did at halftime. I
thought they might come up with ~t deci-

sion before the football game, but they
came out to do some of their passing
attack, which I think hurt them. They're a
physical football team and that's what they
do best, and that's the torigh thing that we
have to stop - the running game."
UCF _middle linebacker Tito
Rodriguez ;aid putting in Anders~n, a
more mobile quarterback than Nunes, was
a big reason for Syracuse's offensive success in the second half.
"(The quarterback change) did make
a difference," he said. ''The quarterback
who came in the second half, he's a more
athletic type of quarterback and he's a bigger kid, too. They went more to ~e option
and isolations, they were more run oriented. He made some big plays on third
. downs, and .that's the down you have to
win."
Along with the Syracuse ball-control
offense, another factor that hurt the Golden
Knights was an inanimate object - the
Carrier Dome. Syracuse's home stadium
does not have air conditioning, and it was
hotter and more humid in there during the
game than UCF players had expected.
Countless Golden Knight players went
down with cramps, a problem Kruczek
said was the result of his team not drinking
enough water. A partial list of players who
left the game at some point because of
cramps included Sclmeider and defensive
starters Ricot Joseph, Elliot Shorter and
Travis Fisher. Trainers even bad to administer IV's to Schneider and Joseph.
''I don't think that a lot of times these
young men understand bow important
nutrition is in their pregame," Kruczek
said. "They didn't understand the environment, and the heat and humidity in this
building. Coming in here, this is a unique
experience, enclosed with no air conditioning - something they had never experienced before. They didn't hydrate
enough."
The artificial turf of the dome also
took its toll on UCF, as a number of key
players suffered turf-related injuries.
Schneider sprained his left knee, wide

Hail Mary
Trailing 7-3 near the end of the first
half, the UCF offense drove the ball into
Syracuse territory, but a fumble by quarterback Ryan Schneider gave the Orangemen
the ball with 30 seconds to play in the half.
On the next play, however, cornerback
Travis Fisher intercepted a pass by SU
quarterback Troy Nunes, giving the
Golden Knights the ball at their own 49yard line. After a· false start penalty and two
incompletions by Schneider, three seconds
remained on the clock. UCF Coach Mike
Kruczek sent backup QB Brian Miller,
who has a stronger arm than Schneider,
into the game for a last-ditch Hail Mary. It
turned out to be a good move, because
wide receiver Doug Gabriel caught
Miller's heave at the six-yard line and ran
it into the endzone for a touchdown.
"Me and Miller were on the sideline
and we were just waiting because we kne;
we had to do it," Gabriel said. "I was like,
man, it's time for me to make a play,
because I hadn't done anything all season.
I waited until right after (the Syracuse
defenders) jumped and then I went up and
got it. Once I caught the ball, I just knew I
could get in the endzone. "
The play gave UCF a 10-7 lead going
into halftime, and ended up being the
Golden Knights' only touchdown of the
game.

Another solid punting day for
Beorlegui
Senior
punter/kicker Javier
Beorlegui had another
monster day punting
the ball, averaging 48.1
'· yards on six punts,
l including one that was
downed at the one-yard
line. He came into the
game ranked 15th in
Beorlegui
the nation in punting,
and has now punted the ball 13 times this
season for an average of 46. l yards per

j
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Stats:
Athletic Director: Nelson Schexnayder (Loyola 76)
Conference: Sun Belt
Stadium: Cajun Field (31.000)
Playing Surface: Grass
Colors: Vermilion and White
Head Coach: Jerry Baldwin (Miss Valley State 75)
Record at UL-Lafayette: 3-19, two seasons
Overall Record: 3-20, two seasons
2000 Reccl'fd: 1-10
Offensive system: Multiple
Defensive system: 4-3. Multiple
Lettermen returning/lost: 53/16
Offensive starters returning/lost: 5/6 ·
Defensive starters returning/lost: 10/1

Receiver Marcus Wilridge
operates as the Ragin' Cajuns
top threat. This despite the
fact teams line their top
cover corner on him. Not to
mention the fact that his
team's quarterback problems
Chris Scelfo
affect him more than anyone
else. The 5-11 Wilridge is
climbing the charts among
UL-L's career receiving leaders. His speed and elusiveness makes him a threat in
- the open field.

- Four quarterbacks lined up under center
last year with one common
bond. None succeeded in moving the ball. Lance DoD1ec, the
only one to play in a victory,
not to mention throw more
touchdowns _than interceptions,
is gone, leaving sophomore Jon
Van Cleave as the likely starter.
Van Cleave has a strong arm to
Roxie Shelvin
accompany his large frame (6-4,
232), but isn't accurate and is extremely
raw. Van Cleave will_likely not have ·
much time to throw, as four starters
must be replace along the offensive line.
However, among the projected starters,
only returning starting tackle Jonathan
Raush is under 300 pounds, so if the
line can adapt quickly, they will provide
quite a wall. Size is a problem among
the linebackers, with returning starters
Marious Berry and Ricky Calais both
under six-feet tall.
sets. Defensive end Derrick Marshall .is
a great pass-rusher, picking up seven
st:KlSSI~~ Louisianasacks and 11 tackles for loss last season.
Lafayette had lost 12 consecutive games
Sophomore Daniel Taylor could emerge
to I-A opponents before a 21-18 win at
as a nice complement on the other side.
Louisiana-Monroe on Nov. 4. UL-L has
The team's secondary may be the top

2000 RESULTS (1-10)
-'

,,

unit in the Sun Belt, led by
seniors Charles Tillman and
Kyries Hebert. Tillman picked
off six passes and was second
on the team in tackles last year,
while Hebert, a free safety, led
the team in stops.

Sept. 2. Sam Houston St.. L21-14
Sept. 9, at Texas. L52-10
Sept. 16. at Texas Tech, L26-0
Sept. 23. Northwestern St., L23-21
Sept. 30 at UAB. L47-2
Oct. 7. Tulane. L38-37
Oct. 14. at Louisiana Tech. L48-14
Oct. 28, North Texas. L13-0
Nov. 4, at Louisiana-Monroe, W21-18
Nov. 11. Jacksonville State, L28-14
Nov. 18. at Middle Tennessee. L41-38 (2 OD

2001 SCHEOllLE
Sept. l Nicholls State, W20-0
Sept. 8, at Minnesota, L44-14
Sept. 15. at UCF .
Sept. 22. Southern Miss
Sept. 29. Middle Tennessee
Oct: 6. at Arizona State
Oct. 13. at Arkansas State
Oct. 20. at Idaho
Oct. 27. UL-Monroe
Nov. 10. at North Texas
Nov. 17. New Mexico State

KEY RHllRNEES
Passing: Jon Van Cleave, So. (60-132-687. 1TD. 5 INTs)
Rushing: Jerome Coleman, Jr. (114-416-4 TDs)
Receiving: Marcus Wilridge. Sr. (38-524-3 TDs)
Tacklers: Kyries Hebert. Sr. (88). Charles Tillman, Jr. (64)

gone 3-19 in the past two seasons under
Baldwin, losing all three of its games
against I-AA competition last season.
Over his 22-game tenure, the team's
offense has been held to touchdowns or
less 12 times, losing on each occasion.
Despite a wide-open offense, the Ragin'
Cajuns have been shut out five times.

"We are a very young team. The young
guys have to be better next year and
we're going to add some guys to the
mix that are going to help us be a better
team. We haven't lost any confidence.
We feel we are on the right track. Our
goal is to win the Sun Belt Conference
championship. We are in position to
contend for that and we just have to
continue to look forward. We can't look
back."
Baldwin is the
founder and president of New Living
World Ministries in Ruston, La., and
was the first African-American appointed to former Louisiana Gov. Buddy
Roemer's Advisory Council on DrugFree School Schools and Communities
in 1988. He was-al.so active in directing
and developing LSU's Fellowship of
Christian Athletes after serving as director of the group during his stint as an
assistant at Louisiana Tech.
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Men's soccer hopes to
improve upon last season

Alatava Chiropractic center
• Auto & Sports Injuries
•Effective & Gentle Chiropractic Manipulation
•Massage Therapy Available (MM6063)

TOM ALEXANDER
STAFF WRITER

After a season marred by losing players to the
NCAA Clearing House too late in the year to recruit
new players, the UCF men's soccer team hopes to
improve on last season's 2-14-3 mark with a talented
mix of both veteran players and newcomers.
The Golden Knights have already surpassed last
year'.s win total by winning their first three games
and claiming the UCF Classic on Labor Day weekend. In those three games, UCF defeated
Birmingham-Southern College 2-1, Colgate 4-0 and
then pulled off an exciting 2-1-overtirne victory
against Centenary College.
Even though last year's team worked hard, says
Coach Bob Winch, the team lacked talent at key
positions.
"We played with 3.5 scholarships as opposed to the limit
of 9.9," Winch said.
This year, Winch and his
staff have recruited some talented junior-college transfers in
midfielders K wame Clarke,
Sherwin Sargeant, and Zegai
Habtom, defender Brad Wagner, .___ __......__ __.
forward Daniel Berhane and
Berhane
goalkeeper Richard Olmos. The
Golden Knights have also added three very notable
freshmen to the starting lineup in goalkeeper Juuso
Heikurainen, forward John Sobczak and midfielder
Eric Vasquez. Heikurainen is a very vocal keeper
from Helsinki, Finland, where he played for the
Finnish Junior National Team, and is 24 years old, an
unusual age for a freshman.
"He went to a school in Finland that'didn't support soccer," Winch said. "Because ofHeikurainen's
age, the NCAA has, at present, only granted him one
year of eligibility. We're currently petitioning the
NCAA for more. But I've never dealt with a situation
like this before."
Rounding out the team is an effective group of

David Inderwiesen_, D.C.
Graduate of UCF and
Cleveland Chiropractic College

The 6olden
Knights have
~lready surpassed
last year's win
total by winning
their first three
games.

Located in Alafaya Commons Center,
Alafaya Trail and East Colonial Dr.

281-0900

returning players, including midfielder/forward
Chris Beaulac, forwards Remi Hariz and Tobias
Kronberger, defender Brian Malec, and midfielder
Ornulf Olsen.
"Our leadership on the field in just the month
that we've been playing is better than last year," said
Winch.
This leadership already faces one challenge,
however, as Hariz )s projected to be out with an
injury until Oct. 11.
The Golden Knights have already improved
upon last season's record, but they do not want to
stop there.
''The A-Sun Conference has always been competitive,;' said Wmch. "MaI)y of the games in the
tournament last year were 1-0 games, and coaches in
the conference have been at their schools long enough to where there are no secrets anymore. A big
key for us this year is to stay healthy and to give
players quality minutes. Our reserve players need to
know that they are just as important as starters. We
need them to put teams away for us, which is something we're going to work on this year."

Presenting dorm forniture
that leaves you money for tuition.
Our unique WAREHOUSE CONCEPT means lower overhead and allows us to
put the savings back into your pocket! Items valued up to $1,000 priced
25% to 75% lower than competitors' p.rices. All items are first come, first
served and ready to take home for immediate delivery or guaranteed FREE
LAYAWAY!!
-

Anderson and King expected to provide
offensive spark for women's soccer
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King, is already making a big impact on the Golden
Knights' game. Opening the season, she has
already picked ·up UCF Invitational MVP
Offensive Honors, and scored the only UCF goal in
the game against Miami.
"Amanda can change the outcome of a game at
a moments notice," Cromwell said. "She has great
technical skill and the ability to get into position to
score."
The goalkeepers for the team are juniors
Jessica Kuhlman and Carol Lewis. Both started
games last season.
This season proves to be an interesting one,
with a tough schedule. The Golden Knights opened
the season with home games against Lipscomb and
Liberty in the UCF tournament, both of which the

Golden Knights won 3-0. Big East power Miami
was a big game, where the Knights were defeated,
4-1. The team then played Stetson the following
day, giving the fans two back-to-back intrastate
rivalry games. UCF then takes on state rivals
Florida Atlantic and Florida International on the
road, before coming home to take on Kansas,
Georgia State, Campbell, Florida_State, and South
Alabama. The Golden Knights take the road again
to play Jacksonville State, Sarnford, and Troy State,
which are all conference games. They will end the
season with Mercer, South Florida, Belmont, and
Jacksonville, who is the defending A-Sun champion.
"I'm looking forward to playing the teams that
are in our region," Cromwell said. "We need to be
at those teams to be ranked in the top 10 regionally."
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The UCF Football Staff would like to thank the following
businesses for their support and contribution!

60KN/6HTS!
All American Hot Dogs - Waterford Lakes
Bubbalou's Bodacious Bar-B-Que - Alafaya Tr.
Conway's Barbeque - University Blvd.
Domino's - UC7 Plaza
Hops - University Blvd.
McDonald's - UC7 Plaza

Papa John's Pizza - East Colonial Dr.
Popeye's Chicken - Oviedo
Quizno's Subs - University Blvd.
Subway - UCF Student Union
Wackadoo's - UCF Student Union
Wing Shack - University Blvd.
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UCF
sophomore
Danny Cook was
21st with a time of
26:41.2, while freshman Brian Sharbino
was 24th at 26:49.
The Golden Knights
return to action on.
Sept. 15 at the Penn State Spiked Shoe
Invitational in State College, Penn.

Cross Country.opens
season at UCF Invitational
With four runne~ finishing in the top 25,
the UCF women's cross country team took
second while the men finished fifth at the
UCF Invitational last Friday night.
The University of Florida was first in
women's event earning 23 points. UCF was
second with 87 points followed by Florida
Southern with 104, the University of Tampa
(137) and the University of Miami (145).
Senior Sonja Shedden was the top finisher for the Golden Knights with a time of
17:56.9 - 11 seconds behind first place Erin
Mertin of the Gators. Sara Dillman, who was
hampered by a knee injury last season, made
a convincing return coming in 17th at
19:24.5. Senior Shar Lammers and freshman
Amy Giles crossed the finish line at 21st and
22nd.
On the men's side, UF took the men's
title, also earning 23 points. Florida
International was second with 74 points
while Florida Southern was third (131).
Rounding out the top five were the University
of South Florida "B'' team with 141 points
and UCF with 142.

WOMEN'S TEAM RESULTS:
1. University of Florida, 23; 2. UCF, 87; 3.
Florida Southern, 104; 4. University of
Tampa, 137; 5. University of
Miami, 145; 6. University of South Florida
"B'', 158; 7. Rollins, 174; 8.
Jacksonville University, 210; 9. Warner
Southern, 241; 10. Florida
International, 252; 11. Bethune Cookman,
341; 12. Florida Atlantic, 351; 13.
Palm Beach Atlantic, 369; 14.· St~tson
University, 410; 15. Embry
Riddle, 431; 16. Nova Southeastern, 442.
MEN'S RESULTS: 1. University of Florida,
23; 2. Florida International,
74; 3. Florida Southern, 131; 4. University of
South Florida "B", 141;
5. UCF, 142; 6. Warner Southern, 155; 7.
University of Tampa, 214; 8.
Embry Riddle, 228; 9. Florida Tech, 266; 10.
Stetson University, 281;
11. Florida Atlantic, 291; 12. UCF Alumni,
292; 13. Bethune Cookman,
325; 14. Rollins, 387; 15. Jacksonville
University, 418.

Beorlegui named to Guy
and Groza Award watch lists
UCF senior punter/kicker Javier
Beorlegui has been named to the 2001 Ray
Guy Award wat.ch list and the 2001 Lou

Groza Award watch list. Beorlegui, Travis
Dorsch of Purdue, and Damon Duval of
Auburn are the only players in the country to
be named on both lists.
The Ray Guy Award is given annually to
the nation's top collegiate punter by the
Greater Augusta Sports Council while . the
Lou Groza Award is given to the top collegiate kicker by Palm Beach County Sports
Commission.
The list of 29 candidates for the Ray
Guy Award will be monitored throughout the
2001 season and _reduced to the top ten candidates in November and the final three in
late November. The three finalists will be in
Orlando on December 6, 2001 for the ESPN
Home Depot College Football Awards Show,
where the winner will receive his award during the telecast.
The 30 kickers for the Lou Groza Award
were chosen according to statistics from the
2000 season and preseason expectations. The
20. semi-finalists will be announced near the
end of October and then narrowed down to
three in mid November. The award will be
presented to the winner at a banquet in West
Palm Beach on December4, 2001.
Beorlegui entered the season as Football
News' preseason All-Independent selection
for punters after earning UCF's Special
Teams MVP Trophy last year. He averaged
40 yards per punt last year and had 17 kicks
inside the 20-yard line with only two touchbacks. He forced the punt returner to call for
a fair catch nine times and only 15 of his 45
punts were returned.
As a kicker, Beorlegui helped UCF to
the school's biggest victory in 2000 when he
booted a 37-yard field goal with three seconds on the clock to defeat Alabama 40-38.
He earned All-Independent honors in 2000
from the Football News and College Football
News.com, and was a semifinalist for the
2000 Lou Groza Award.

Women's golf represented on
Academic All-Atlantic Sun Team
The UCF women's golf team has established its excellence on the golf course with
three consecutive NCAA Regional appear~ces, but now can add academic excellence
as well with eight of the nine team members
earning Academic All-Atlantic Sun for the
Spring Season.
A great example of UCF's surge toward
academic excellence for the athletics program, the women's golf team had four players earning perfect 4.0 grade point averages
and six of the eight made the Dean's List.
The nationally ranked women's golf
team returns seven players for the 2001-02
season. All seven are Academic AllConference honorees, with three boasting
4.0's from last semester and five on the
Dean's List.

Women's basketball
hires assistant coach
The UCF women's basketball team
appointed former Stetson University guard
Sally Spooner as assistant coach, Head
Coach Gail Striegler -announced last week.
Spooner will be responsible for on-court
coaching, on-campus recruiting, film
exchange, practice times, public relations and
community service events.
Prior to accepting the position at UCF,
Spooner interned with the Orlando Miracle
media relations ~ffice, News Channel-13 and
the Sports Infonru,ltion office at her alma .
mater. She also 'worked as a member of the
WNBA All-Star Game staff assisting .with
public and-media relations for the event
A 2001 graduate, Spooner captained the
Hatters women's basketball team. In her
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Basketball slams fall
semester with over 100 teams
JEFF

DOLNACK

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

presented by
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Intramural Basketball has
reached :'g;iple figures for· the
first time ever, with over 100
teams registered. Maximum
capacity was reached this year
with games being played in the
Education Gymnasium~ bqt the
league will be able to expand
greatly next year with the opening of the new Recreation and
Wellness Center. Games begin
on Sept 12.

407-282-4000

Across from UCF - Open 11 am-4am
(11 am-2am Sun-Wed) FREE DELIVERY!

In other news
The Golf Scramble, scheduled for ·sept 7 at the
Wedgefield Golf and Country
Club, was postponed due to bad
weathet. The event is tentative-

ly

r~scbe<;Iuled
for Sept.
14 .. :USA League Tennis continued to show its popularity, as
over 150 students have entered
this semester's lea,gue. Matches
will be played on the new
Tennis Courts located in the
Academic
Village ... Flag
Football season is underway on
the Intramural Fields located
· behind the Wayne Densch

Center. Game times are at 4
p.m. and 5 p.m. during the
week, and at 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m. and 11 :30 a.m. on
Saturdays.
Check out next
week's Intramural Corner for a
review of the Flag Football
''Game of the Week" ... All
leagu·e ~chedules and standings
can
be
viewed
at
www.imsports.ucf.edu .

Game notes from the Carrier Dome
FROM PAGE
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punt. And after missing an extra
point and field goal against
Clemson, Beorlegui also got
back on track kicking the ball,
making his only field goal and
extra point opportunities of the
game.

.Freeney explodes
in second -half
UCF Coach Mike Kruczek
warned his players all week
about Syracuse defensive end
Dwight Freeney, and Freeney
Jived up to the hype. After being
contained for much of the first
half, the 6-foot-l, 250-pound
preseason All-Ameriean busted
loose for two sacks and four
tackles for lost yardage in the
second half. Kruczek said the
blocking scheme for Freeney
stayed the _same in the second
half, but Freeney did a better job
of getting around it.
"We did the same things,"
Kruczek said. "I think he just
woke up. Somebody m11st have
gotten into his ear to challenge
him to step up his play in the second half, and he did."
Freeney now has six sacks
on the season, and is on pace for
24 sacks in 2001. He has now
registered a sack in 11 consecutive games, and has at least two
sacks in five straight contests.
Last season, Freeney set a Big
East and Syracuse record with
4.5 sacks of Michael Vick
. against Virginia Tech.

Lack of preparation
Kruczek said that UCF was
hurt by a lack of preparation in
practice during the week leading
up to the game against Syracuse.
On Wednesday and Thursday,
the Golden Knights' final two
practices of the week, the team
was forced to practice in the
Education
Building
Gym
because of heavy lightning.

"One.thing that hurt us, and . career in which he didn't pass for
I' 11 tell you right out, we did not at least 250 yards ... Sophomore
practice Wednesday or Thursday defensive tackle Larry Brown
outside," said Kruczek. "The made first career start against
lightning chased us indoors, and Syracuse, moving ahead of Jake
it's awfully tough to prepare for McKibben
on
the
depth
chart...UCF trainers had to adrnina
team
indoors. We
don't" have
the facilities
big enough
to go ll-on11. All you
can do is
walk thfough
assignments.
I think that
hurt us in
preparation in getting ready for
this game. "
After dropping a number of
passes
against
Clemson,
Kruczek had hoped to get his
receivers a lot of chances to
catch the ball in practice last
week. That did not happen, however, and the drop problem continued against Syracuse.

ister two IV's during the game, one
for Schneider and one for senior
fi:ee safety Ricot Joseph ...Fisher's
second-quarter interception was
the first interception of the season
for the UCF defense ... AR NFL
scout from the New England

Patriots had Fisher and senior right
tackle Steve Edwards on the list of
players he was tracking ...
Syracuse's touchdown on the frrst
drive of the game marked the first
time the Orangemen had scored in
the first quarter this season.

Injuries
The artificial turf of the
Carrier Dome took its toll on the
Golden Knights, as several key
players went down with inJuries
during the game. Backup linebacker Antoine Poe was the most
seriously hurt, straining his right
hamstring and spending the
game's second half on crutches.
It is uncertain how long he will
be out. Quarterback Ryan
Schneider suffered a sprained
left knee and is also still struggling with tendonitis in his
throwing elbow. Wide receiver
Jimmy Fryzel suffered a slight
separation of his left shoulder,
and defensive tackle Josh
McKibben sprained the lateral
collateral ligament in his right
knee.

News & Notes
It was the first start of UCF
quarterback Ryan Schneider's

~

Medical Coverage
Tuition Assistance
Savings Plan
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· Syracuse held UCF scoreless in game's second half
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receiver Jimmy Fryzel suffered a slight shoulder
separation, defensive tackle Josh McKibben
strained the LCL in his right knee, and backup
linebacker Antoine Poe strained his hamstring
and spend the second half on crutches.
"The thing coming into this game that really concerned me was playing on the turf, playing against a physical team and getting beat up
this early in the season," said Kruczek. "We
knew our kids would come out here and play
them head-to-head real strong because that's the
way they play football. But we stood the chance
of losing some critical people."

The injuries left the UCF sideline in chaos,
and Miller was forced to fill in for the injured
Schneider for much of the second half. Miller,
who had played in just one other game in his
college career, was unable to rally the Golden
Knights, showing the effects of his inexperience. Combined, Schneider and Miller completed just 13 of 34 passes on the day for 253 .yards
and two interceptions. Schneider also lost a
fumble.
The UCF defense kept the Golden Knights
in the game, but got worn out when the offense
couldn't stay on the field for more than a few
plays at a time.
"I think our defense was tired," Kruczek

said. "I think they got tired in the first half.
When Syracuse decided to run the football at us
in the second half, they had those two long drives that made it even tougher for our guys to
recover."
The only bright spot for the UCF offense
was redshirt freshman running back Alex
Haynes, who gained 107 yards on 20 carries - a
5.3-yard average. It was the first 100-yard rushing game. by a Golden Knight running back
since Eddie Mack did it in 1999.
UCF returns to action this Saturday against
Louisiana-Lafayette at the Florida Citrus Bowl.
It will be the 2001 home opener for the Golden
Knights, and game time is 6 p.m.
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junior season, she led the team in
minutes played averaging 35.1 a
game. She averaged 4. 7 pointsper-game and collected 74 assists
in the two years she spent at
Stetson after transferring from
Drake University.
''We are very lucky to have
Sally onboard. Her knowledge of
the game will be a great asset on
the court and her interpersonal
skills will be valuable in selling
our program to the community,"
said Striegler. "She is a great fit
for our program."
The Golden Knights finished
the 2000-01 season with a 10-18
overall record (9-9 in the Atlantic
Sun).

Track and Field hires
assistant coaches
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The UCF track and field
team hired Jenn Brown and
Kellie Marzetta as assistant
coaches, Head Coach Marcia
Mansur-Wentworth announced
last week.
Brown, who will be responsible for coaching the throwers in
addition to assisting current assistant coach T.J. Pierce with recruiting, comes to Orlando after an
outstanding career at Indiana
University. She was a two-time
All-American in the shot put and
competed in the NCAA
Championships seven times. A
two-time captain of the IU track
and field team, she owns the Big
Ten Conference record in the
indoor shot put as well as three
school records - hammer, 20 lb.
weight and the indoor shot put.
In her four years as an undergraduate, Brown worked as the
assistant throws clinician at the
annual Indiana Univeriity Track
and Field Clinic. She earned her
bachelor's degree in July 2001.
Marzetta, a former UCF
standout, will coach the Golden
Knight sprinters and hurdlers.
She owns school records in three
hurdling events and was a part of
the school-record holding shuttle
relay team that was ranked 14th
in the nation in 2001. Voted the
team's most improved athlete last
season, she earned three all-conference honors including one for
her conference record-setting performance in the 400-meter hurdles.
''We are ecstatic to have Jenn
and Kellie on board," said
Mansur-Wentworth. "The ath' letes respect them. They both
bring a terrific work ethic and a
wealth of know ledge in their
respective areas."
The UCF track and field
team won the 2001 Atlantic Sun
Championship earning 19 individual all-conference honors .
-COMPILED FROM STAFF
AND WlRE REPORTS
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bookstore,
here's how .. ~
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Buy used textbooks and save 25%
Reserve your textbooks in advance for the best selection of used books
Get money back for your used books at buyback
Spend your money wisely ... a portion of your bookstore purchase goes to support your school

UCF
............. Alafaya Trail • 4000 Central Florida Boulevard • Orlando, FL
Bookstore 407.823.2665 • www.ucf.bkstore.com
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Hours: Monday-Thursday 8a.m.-7p.m.1 Friday 8a.m.-5p.m. & Saturday 10a.m.-2p.m.

